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Goalie Petr Mrazek to return for Hurricanes against Dallas Stars
By Chip Alexander
The long wait is over for goaltender Petr Mrazek.
The Carolina Hurricanes will have Mrazek in net for the first
time since Jan. 30 on Sunday when they host the Dallas
Stars.
Mrazek has not played in an NHL game since dislocating his
right thumb early in a game against the Stars at PNC Area.
The injury came during a collision in the crease with Canes
forward Max McCormick, who was later injured and left the
game.
Mrazek, who was making his fourth start, was leading the
NHL in goals-against average (0.99) and save percentage
(.955). But surgery was needed and the extended rehab
began as rookie Alex Nedeljkovic joined veteran James
Reimer as the Canes’ two goalies.
Mrazek has missed the past 31 games for the Canes (24-93), who were beaten 3-2 Saturday by the Stars at PNC

Arena. Nedeljkovic, who was named the NHL’s rookie of the
month for March, took the loss.
The Canes took advantage of favorable scheduling in
Chicago on Thursday to allow Mrazek to get a game with the
Chicago Wolves in the American Hockey League. Assigned
to the Wolves on a conditioning stint, he made 43 saves
Thursday afternoon in a 5-2 victory, then rejoined the Canes,
who had a road game that night against the Blackhawks.
“Obviously with him being out as long as he has, it’d be
tough to just say ‘Hey, let’s throw you into an NHL game not
knowing how you feel’ because there’s still obviously a little
question mark in his mind,” Brind’Amour said Thursday. “This
hopefully alleviates that.”
Canes general manager Don Waddell has said the plan was
to keep all three goalies on the active roster. Mrazek and
Reimer are due to become unrestricted free agents after the
season and Nedeljkovic will be a restricted free agent with
arbitration rights.

Hurricanes goalie Petr Mrazek posts triumphant return from injury
By Chip Alexander
Some things happened in the Carolina Hurricanes game
Sunday against the Dallas Stars that few would have
expected.
Goalie Petr Mrazek, who had not played an NHL game since
Jan. 30, returned from his thumb injury to notch a 28-save
shutout. Not just play well, but shut out the Stars 1-0 at PNC
Arena.
Forward Jordan Martinook, who had scored once this
season, gave the Canes (25-9-3) the only goal of the game,
scoring on a second-period breakaway. By game’s end, it
was the only goal Mrazek would need to win the game.
The Canes’ Brock McGinn left the game in the second period
with an upper-body injury and did not return. That rarely
happens to the rough-and-tumble forward.
“There’s no one I’ve been around since I’ve been done
playing who’s tougher than that kid,” Canes coach Rod
Brind’Amour said, adding that McGinn’s injury “did not look
good.”
Then there was Rick Bowness also leaving the game and not
returning. He was pulled during the second intermission
because of COVID-19 protocols and replaced by assistant
coach John Stevens in the third.
While the Canes players were not aware of the Bowness
situation, Brind’Amour noticed the coach was missing from
the bench. It also came on a day when the Vancouver
Canucks had 18 players on the NHL COVID list.

“It’s been a concern all year,” Brind’Amour said of COVID
issues. “It’s a reminder again we’ve got to keep doing the
right things.”
Mrazek played a conditioning-stint game Thursday with the
Chicago Wolves of the AHL and faced 45 shots. But this was
his first time back with the Canes, in PNC Arena, since his
surgery for a thumb dislocation suffered Jan. 30 against the
Stars.
“That’s just what ‘Raz does. He’s a gamer,” Martinook said.
“It was good to see him back in there and obviously the
results speak for themselves. He played phenomenal.”
Mrazek faced just six shots in the first period and was not
tested a lot in the first 40 minutes as the Canes played a
physical brand of hard-checking hockey. The Stars (13-1310) pressed in the final two minutes of regulation, pulling
goalie Jake Oettinger for a sixth attacker, but Mrazek made
some calm, quality saves to nail down his 24th career
shutout.
“It felt good to be back. It’s been a long journey,” Mrazek
said. “I think the first period I was looking for myself a little. I
was all over the place there in the crease. I think in the
second period I established myself and didn’t give up many
rebounds after that.”
Martinook’s goal came after defenseman Brett Pesce pushed
the puck out of the Carolina zone to Vincent Trocheck. The
center spotted Martinook skating alone into the Stars zone
and set him up for the breakaway and a top-shelf bullet that
beat Oettinger.
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“I’ve got to give some credit to my dad,” Martinook said. “He
said to quit gripping my stick so tight and have fun. Just go
out and shoot.”

The Stars’ Jamie Benn said the game had all the elements of
a playoff matchup.
“Close game, physical., goalies played well,” Benn said.

Rick Bowness’ protocol situation, Petr Mrazek’s shutout return and more Hurricanes-Stars
back and forth: Civian and Yousuf
By Sara Civian and Saad Yousuf
It was shaping up to be a perfect day for hockey in Raleigh,
N.C. The weather was immaculate, the fans have pumped
energy back into PNC Arena, and Petr Mrazek finally
returned to the crease after missing 31 games to a right
thumb injury.
He’d eventually post a 28-save shutout — his third in five
total starts this season — in the Hurricanes’ 1-0 win Sunday,
and we’ll get to that. Stars writer Saad Yousuf and I decided
to collaborate on a story about this series.
But first, we’ve got to talk about Stars coach Rick Bowness
leaving the game before the third period due to COVID-19
protocol.
Yousuf with the background information: So, the Stars’ most
recent COVID-19 situation actually goes back a few days
before the second intermission Sunday. Saturday morning,
Stars rookie goaltender Jake Oettinger was informed he was
going to start against the Hurricanes. The original plan was
for veteran Anton Khudobin to start Saturday, but he tested
positive for COVID-19. At morning skate Saturday, Bowness
said the hope was that Khudobin’s test was a false positive.
Sunday night, Stars general manager Jim Nill confirmed that
Khudobin, who had battled COVID-19 a few months ago in
the offseason, received multiple negative tests and is cleared
to join the team on its flight to Chicago on Sunday night.

We’re very comfortable in presuming that this is a false
positive.”
Carlisle missed the Mavericks’ game Friday due to a positive
test but rejoined the team Saturday after it turned out to be a
false positive. As mentioned, Khudobin was also cleared
after a false positive.
“We think it’s a false positive but per protocol, once it is
flagged — there are different levels,” Nill said. “I’m not a total
medical person but there are different levels of the infection
rate. (Bowness) was a very low grade, but it is still positive
so out of safety concerns, he was pulled.”
Bowness is fully vaccinated. Nill said that the Stars coach
received his first vaccination sometime in January. Nill added
that the Stars had received vaccinations throughout the
organization. Here’s the exchange pertaining to the
organization’s status of vaccination.
What’s the status of vaccination around the team?
Nill: “First of all, we’ve had a lot of players that had COVID19 so we’re clear that way, and then almost everybody else
has been vaccinated. We’re very low-risk. We’ve had a lot of
people that have medical issues that had to get vaccinated
and then I would say everybody else has pretty well been
covered with vaccinations.”
When you say “everybody else,” who does that include?

With that context in mind, let’s talk about Sunday night.
Bowness began the game behind the bench, as usual, and
remained there for the first two periods. He did not return to
the bench following the second intermission, instead going
back to the hotel for quarantine after a test turned up
positive.

Nill: “That’s the whole organization, players and staff. As I
said, we had a very high percentage of players that got
COVID-19, so they’ve been covered that way, and then
whoever wasn’t has been vaccinated. Same for our coaching
and medical training. Whoever is in our traveling party has
been vaccinated.”

How did that happen in the middle of the game?

Nill said Bowness is doing fine and not showing any
symptoms. The 66-year-old Bowness remained in Carolina
as the team flew to Chicago on Sunday night, pending
negative tests to clear COVID-19 protocol. Assistant coach
John Stevens assumed interim head coaching duties Sunday
night and would be the acting head coach in Chicago, should
Bowness be unable to join.

The traveling party does a PCR test every morning and then
players and coaches do a rapid test two or three hours
before every game. The Stars did their routine PCR tests,
which is the most accurate lab test, Sunday morning. They
usually get the results for these the next morning, around 3
a.m. or 4 a.m., depending on the lab. The Stars received the
results of their Sunday morning PCR tests around the
second period of Sunday night’s game, which is why they
immediately removed Bowness from the game.
“We’re very comfortable,” Nill said. “Rick has no symptoms at
all. Once again, this is much like Anton Khudobin’s, I
mentioned the Rick Carlisle situation with the Dallas
Mavericks. He’s been vaccinated, he has no symptoms.

Civian on the Hurricanes’ side: I asked alternate captain
Jordan Martinook if the Hurricanes had been notified of this
development as it was happening, and if so, what was his
comfort level with continuing the game?
“No, we didn’t find that out,” Martinook said. “So, yeah. Didn’t
know anything about that.”
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ABC 11’s Bridget Condon asked Hurricanes coach Rod
Brind’Amour if he noticed Bowness wasn’t on the bench, and
if Brind’Amour felt concerned.
“I did notice that he wasn’t there, I wasn’t 100 percent sure
what for,” Brind’Amour said. “We weren’t told anything. It’s
been a concern all year. It’s a reminder, again, that we’ve got
to keep doing the right things.”
Now let’s talk about the game itself.
The Stars have faced an insane amount of adversity this
season, and have failed to consistently win games after a
strong start. Meanwhile, Mrazek’s return was a success for
the Hurricanes, and he became the sixth goaltender in the
NHL’s modern era (since 1943-44) to post a shutout in each
of his first three wins of a season.
Civian: Saad, can you believe there are only 20-or-so
regular-season games left on the schedule?
Yousuf: This has been the longest season ever while also
just flying by. We have only one month left in the regular
season, which just seems absurd to think about. But I have
to be honest, Sara, this season has been dragging down
here. On the fourth day of training camp, there was a
COVID-19 outbreak of over 15 players. A month later, a full
week shutdown due to a winter storm in Texas. Four games
a week over the past month. It’s just been a load and has felt
like forever.
Civian: That’s one heck of a way to join a new beat. At least
it is only up from here …
What are your impressions of the other team from this
season and this series?
Yousuf: The Canes have looked as advertised to me this
weekend. Going back to Saturday, they were the more
impressive team throughout, until you looked at the
scoreboard. The Hurricanes’ forecheck was imposing, but it
seemed like a bunch of chances that got to the doorstep but
never quite got in. In fact, the Canes on Saturday looked a
lot like the Stars all season long. The stats back up what I
thought I saw.
According to Natural Stat Trick, Carolina dominated Dallas in
shots 43-25, held the edge in high-danger scoring chances
11-6, and Corsi For percentage, 60 percent to 40 percent.
Despite all of that, the Stars won 3-2 on Saturday. It’s what
they have done well in recent years when they’ve been
successful: ride superb goaltending and then get just enough
goals. The first goal from Mark Pysyk was kind of the
anomaly. That second goal from Jamie Benn on the power
play after John Klingberg let one rip and then Jason
Robertson’s slick pass to Tanner Kero for the third are
exactly the kind of plays that Dallas gets when it squeezes
by the competition on the back of its goaltending. Did you get
the feeling the Stars stole that game?
Civian: I feel like “stealing games” isn’t really a thing this
season. The strategies for winning during this condensed
schedule are interesting. Basically, win dirty, have better
players who have the talent to play poorly and still come out
with a sloppy win, and have depth when those players either
enter COVID-19 protocol or get injured due to so many
games in so few days.

The Canes have never been more talented, and it’s showing
in their “stolen” games. So I’m not going to say another team
stole a game from them when they did the same thing the
previous night.
To me, the Stars have seemed unlucky, inconsistent and
confusing — but they’ve also been aggressive in a good
way. Not being able to put a few streaks together is a big red
flag to me — the Stars clearly have talent and bite, and I
understand injuries can pile up and quickly derail everything
this season, but most teams are going through the same
thing. Does this point to a lack of depth?
Yousuf: Maybe a little bit, but the injuries for the Stars have
gotten a tad bit ridiculous. If you want to know just how bad,
look at the power play units they roll out sometimes. Tyler
Seguin hasn’t played yet this season, Alexander Radulov
missed 15 games after Feb. 4, came back for three games
and hasn’t played since March 18. Roope Hintz, their best
forward, is a perpetual game-time decision due to a nagging
lower-body injury that will probably require some offseason
procedures. Even this weekend, he didn’t play Saturday but
played Sunday. That’s three of their top five forwards on any
given night, and we haven’t even gotten to the other
absences, like Jason Dickinson, their versatile forward who
plays up and down the lineup, center or wing, just getting
placed on IR on Sunday and then their checking line
centerman Radek Faksa missing Sunday’s game due to an
upper-body injury.
So, with that kind of a list, I’m not sure how much more you
can prepare in terms of bodies for depth. Where the Stars
really hurt in this situation is that the guys who should be
stepping up in a bigger way, such as Jamie Benn and Denis
Gurianov, haven’t been able to do so in the way that, say,
Joe Pavelski has when he was seen as the filler for Seguin
coming into the season.
Civian: Yeah, you’re right.
What are the biggest challenges you’ve seen the Canes
present to the Stars, and vice versa?
Yousuf: It goes hand-in-hand for me. It seemed like every
time I looked up, the Canes were right in front of the net with
a golden opportunity to score. Brady Skjei’s chance in the
third period Sunday is a perfect example, and there were
countless other instances throughout the weekend. The
Stars pride themselves on defense and goaltending but
defensively, the Canes consistently found their way through.
That brings us to the Stars’ goaltending, which is what I think
was the biggest challenge for the Canes. Oettinger had a
couple of standout performances and did everything he
needed to do to win both games. It’s still hard to believe he’s
a 22-year-old rookie because he’s been one of the most
consistent players on the Stars roster this season. He made
things a lot more difficult for Carolina this weekend than they
should have been. What about you? What stood out to you
from your perspective on what gave each team trouble?
Civian: I mean, you’re spot on. But the Stars have been an
interesting matchup for the Canes because they’re forcing
the Canes to look in the mirror and realize they have to be
tougher. The benefit of all these games against the same
teams is that kind of flaw exposure. I felt like the Canes
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finally won that physicality battle Sunday and got better as a
team because of it.
Other than the usual suspects, which players have caught
your eye?
Yousuf: I don’t know if you count Martin Necas as a “usual
suspect” at this point, because I think he’s become that
caliber of a player, but coming into the season, I didn’t see
him doing all he’s been able to do. There was that play
midway through the third period Saturday when he just
entered the zone with a vengeance and skated through a few
Stars players and had a wraparound attempt that Oettinger
blocked. If that one goes in, it’s 3-3, the game is likely
headed to overtime and that goal would’ve left me with
Connor McDavid vibes a little.
Civian: Jason Robertson! I gotta admit, I didn’t see that one
coming. Good for him.
Where do you think it went wrong for the Stars, if it did — or
do they still have a chance?
Yousuf: Beyond the health issues discussed above, they just
haven’t been able to finish. There have been so many games
in which they were the better team but ended up losing. The
number of one-goal losses and losses after regulation are
staggering. But they absolutely still have a chance this
season. They’re only four points behind that final playoff spot
in the Central and have four games in hand on the two teams
ahead of them, including multiple head-to-heads against
them. They need to start playing better consistently and win
the games against the mediocre teams and then steal a few
against the clear-cut top three, which they did this weekend.
They should also be getting some reinforcements in the

coming weeks, with Seguin and Ben Bishop nearing returns.
The Stars just have to buy enough time to have their returns
matter.
What are your thoughts on the new divisions? Would you
want them to be permanent?
Civian: I get the hype, and I think it’s been fun and interesting
to switch things up and get a new perspective on teams
around the league, but I’m all set. I don’t know about you, but
I’m not actively signing up for a permanent North Division
media landscape — no offense to our lovely colleagues.
Am I a total party pooper if I also don’t love the baseball
series-esque schedule as much as I thought I was going to?
Maybe it’s more about how condensed everything is, maybe
I’m just over living the same day at this point in the
pandemic, but things are blurring together a little too much
for my liking right now.
Now, I’d be more receptive to this if the NHL just changed
the divisions and went back to the variety of opponents in the
schedule, but look me in the eye and tell me you want
another season of North Division discourse.
That’s what I thought.
Yousuf: You’re not a party pooper at all, that’s exactly how I
feel. Though it’s better for travel purposes and such, it feels
so different, and not in a good way. I’ll also add that this
structure, while necessary due to COVID-19 restrictions, is
not great for the growth of hockey, either. McDavid has not
stepped foot in 75 percent of hockey arenas in the NHL.
That’s bad marketing. It’s fine out of necessity but should be
restored to normalcy when possible.
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DGB Weekend Rankings: Which team has been the league’s most mediocre?
By Sean McIndoe
This is the season’s 12th edition of the weekend power
rankings, which feels wrong somehow. But I’m not sure in
which direction. Are we really almost three months in? I’m
pretty sure the season just started. Or maybe it’s been going
on forever. One of those two, though.
Either way, this feels like a good time for one of my favorite
annual bits: The quest to find the season’s most average
team. This is where we step away from arguing about the top
five and bottom five and instead look for the one team that’s
been the most middle-of-the-pack. Or, as it used to be called
before Kirill Kaprizov showed up, the Minnesota Wild Award
for Outstanding Achievement in the Field of Being The
Minnesota Wild.
Every week, we pick the five best teams and the five worst.
And since there tends to be at least a little churn on both
lists, we usually end up covering most of the league. This
year has been no different, as we end up with some nice
round numbers: 10 teams cracking the top five so far, and 10
more in the bottom.
On the good side, we’ve had Tampa Bay and Vegas on the
list all season long, with Colorado right with them apart from
a brief absence. The Hurricanes have been a regular since
mid-February. The Capitals and Bruins have both had long
stretches representing the East, and the Islanders slipped in
a few weeks ago. The Leafs and Habs have both
represented the North. And the 10th team to make an
appearance was (squints at list) the Flyers. Huh. That one
stands out, although in fairness they were ranked fifth just
once, and it was way back in week one after they scored 11
goals against the Penguins on the way to a 2-0-0 start. Look,
we said that one was too early.
The bottom five has featured Detroit and Ottawa every week.
The Ducks have been there most of the time, and the Sabres
have been a weekly regular since February. The Kings and
Hawks both showed up early before working their way off the
list. The Devils and Sharks have had multiple appearances,
and the Predators and Canucks have both shown up in the
five-spot.
All in all, I think both lists hold up reasonably well, with the
exception of that one Philadelphia pick. We’ve also yet to
see a team crack both lists, which happens most years,
although again the Flyers sure seem to be working on it.
So what about the 11 teams that haven’t shown up on either
list? Which ones have come close, and which ones are so
stuck-in-the-middle that they barely even register as a
candidate?
Let’s start at the top. The Panthers haven’t cracked the top
five yet, but they’ve been extremely close on a few
occasions, to the point where an extra weekend win here or
there might have done the trick. Our old friends in Minnesota
have been in the running too. Either team could make the list
at some point down the stretch and it wouldn’t be a surprise.
We haven’t given the North much love, but the division’s best
team will always have at least a claim to a top-five spot, so a
strong finish by the Oilers or Jets would put them in the

running. And the Penguins have looked strong lately, making
a solid case that they should be considered the East’s top
team.
At the other end, the team in the most danger of cracking the
bottom five these days is the Flames, with the Blue Jackets
not far behind. Either could hit the bottom list soon,
especially if they weaken the roster by selling at the
deadline. The Stars aren’t quite as close, but they could at
least make a case with 10 more losses than wins.
And that leaves us with three teams who don’t seem all that
close cracking either list, fighting it out for “most average”
honors. The Blues were hanging around top-five
consideration for the first month before flatlining recently;
there’s not enough time for them to make a real run at the
bottom-five, but those big swings don’t really fit what we’re
looking for in an average team. The Rangers got off to a slow
start and had a pair of four-game losing streaks in the first
month, but have been better since. They’re a classic fake
.500 team, good enough to be kind of in the playoff mix but
not really a scary matchup for anyone they’d face. I’d say
they had a strong case for Most Average, although they lose
a few mediocrity points for those beatdowns they put on the
Flyers.
So instead, let’s award the honors to the one team that
hasn’t been mentioned yet: The Arizona Coyotes. They
briefly pulled into view of a bottom five spot when they lost
five in a row, but they’ve made their way back into playoff
contention. Aside from that one stretch, they haven’t had a
winning or losing streak longer than three at any other point
in the season. They’re 10-2-3 against the three bad
California teams they’re supposed to beat, but 4-11-1 against
the three good teams above them that they’re supposed to
lose to. They’ve landed on an exactly .500 points percentage
on 11 different occasions during the season. They’re roughly
a 50/50 shot to nab their division’s last playoff spot, but it
feels like they’d be absolutely no threat against anyone
they’d play if they got there.
Three months in, the Coyotes are the league’s most average
team. And honestly, given how things have been going off
the ice lately, they’re probably OK with that.
On to this week’s rankings…
Road to the Cup
The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first
team in history to win a Stanley Cup in July.
The toughest top five exclusion of the week is, once again,
the Panthers. So let’s enjoy some highlights of them shutting
out the hapless Blue Jackets with their backup(?) goalie.
5. New York Islanders (24-10-4, +25 true goals differential*)
– We’ve bounced this spot around a few East Division teams
over the last month or so, a pattern that will probably remain
until the Leafs can get a little more clearance on top of the
North. For now, it seems like a decent week to give the
Islanders some love after they put an eight-spot on the board
against the Caps as part of the latest episode of the Mathew
Barzal show. They’ll face them again tomorrow night.
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4. Vegas Golden Knights (24-10-2, +50) – They’re still a very
good team and the race for the West is wide open, even as
they’ve lost five of eight since a five-game win streak ended
two weeks ago. But a playoff path that goes Wild/Avalanche
is looking more and more likely, and that’s got to make you
nervous. Still, it’s the Golden Knights, so let’s wait and see
which big-ticket superstar they swoop in and land at the
deadline even though they have no cap space.
3. Carolina Hurricanes (24-9-3, +25) – They went into the
weekend with the league’s best points percentage, but I can’t
figure out how to get them any higher on this list. The big
story is the return of Petr Mrazek, who looked sharp in last
night’s 1-0 win. That’s good news but creates a log jam in the
crease that might be solved by a trade
2. Tampa Bay Lightning (26-10-2, +37) – There’s just no
breathing room in the Central. Have one off day, like the
Lightning did yesterday, and the Hurricanes and red-hot
Panthers are right there. At this point, it’s not just top spot in
the division that looks to be in doubt, but home ice too. All
that said, let’s not forget that Nikita Kucherov is on the way
back for the playoffs, so the Lightning will be favorites no
matter where they wind up.
1. Colorado Avalanche (25-8-4, +50) – Make it four wins in a
row and 12 of their last 14. They’ve caught the Lightning for
first in the league in points percentage, and at this point, the
Avs feel invincible, although a two-game series with the Wild
this week will provide a challenge.
*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like
the NHL does for some reason.
Not ranked: Nashville Predators – OK, so now what?
Seriously, what do you do with this team if you’re David
Poile? You built them to win, well, something. Maybe you
weren’t expecting a Cup, but you don’t load up on $8-million
centers to miss the playoffs. It was a win-now approach.
Only they didn’t win, and by the start of March, they were
eight points out of the playoffs and floundering.
OK, the best laid plans and all that. You take the hint, and
you get ready to sell at the deadline. And that’s what it
sounds like the Predators were ready to do, with Mattias
Ekholm showing up at the top of the trade board and even
names like Filip Forsberg being thrown around. Maybe you
didn’t need to go that far, but honestly, trimming some fat
and boosting the farm system probably wasn’t the worst idea
for a team that had come close a few years ago but never
made it back to that level.
Only the players apparently missed that memo, because now
they’re winning – nine of their last 11, including Saturday’s
crucial showdown with the Hawks. The Predators didn’t play
great in that one, but they earned the two points, and just like
that, they’ve made up all of that ground and are holding
down the last playoff spot. The Blackhawks are wobbling.
The Blue Jackets seem done. The Stars just can’t get going.
This is… kind of the Predators’ spot to lose, believe it or not.
Like we said, now what? You can’t sell when your players
have defied the odds to claw back into a playoff race. Or
maybe you can, because really, what’s the prize here? You
finish fourth, and you get to face the Lightning or Hurricanes
in round one. Have fun with that. The Predators would need

a minor miracle in a matchup like that. Except… getting back
into that playoff spot at all was a minor miracle, and here we
are.
The cold-hearted realist in me says you sell, because as
Adam Vingan put it last week, you can’t take your eyes off of
reality. The fan in me says hell no, this is too much fun right
now, you can’t bail on a race that’s there for the taking. I’m
honestly not sure which side of that spectrum David Poile will
land closest to, especially since he’s closing in on four
decades as a GM without a Cup, and I doubt he’s looking
forward to a multi-year rebuild.
So now what? I’m not sure, but I know this: We’ll find out
over the next week. The Predators can continue their hot
streak with two against the last-place Red Wings, then head
into the final days before the deadline with a Saturday night
showdown with the Lightning. It’s all going to be fascinating
to watch.
The bottom five
The five teams that are headed towards the best lottery odds
and trying to figure out if we should call this an Owen Power
Ranking.
Look, the Dallas Stars might not be good, but they do seem
to be figuring out this whole “team defense” thing.
5. New Jersey Devils (13-17-6, -21) – A tough stretch of six
straight against the Bruins and Capitals yielded predictable
results, with just one win. Things should get a little easier this
week, as the Devils open a home-and-home against the
Sabres tomorrow. Meanwhile, the big story is Kyle Palmieri
being held out of action, presumably because a trade is
imminent.
4. Detroit Red Wings (13-22-5, -37) – A win over the
Lightning? Sure, why not. We’ll even bump them out of the
bottom three for the first time all season.
3. Ottawa Senators (13-21-4, -42) – They snapped a short
losing streak with an impressive win over the Canadiens,
taking a 6-3 decision in a game that will be remembered for
this:
The win was also a second solid outing for waiver pickup
Anton Forsberg. Two games is two games, but some stability
in the crease would be a welcome change for a young team
that’s been held back by arguably the worst goaltending in
the league this season.
2. Anaheim Ducks (11-21-7, -43) – They picked up a point
for the first time in three games, but still dropped last night’s
rematch with the Coyotes in overtime. That means they’re
still stuck at just one regulation win since February 11, which
in fairness is still one more than you have.
1. Buffalo Sabres (8-23-6, -47) – The streak is over, and the
Sabres actually have points in each of their last four. They’ll
need a few more weeks like that to make up enough ground
to escape 31st place, but for now the pressure of recordsetting futility has eased as Kevyn Adams heads into a
crucial week.
In the meantime, we’ll always have this.
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Not ranked: Vancouver Canucks – There’s not much to say
at this point, other than that the story in Vancouver is still
evolving, and it’s scary stuff.
Thomas Drance has more on what’s happening and what it
means for the league. At this point, it’s hard to imagine that
the Canucks will be able to complete a full schedule, and
that’s hardly the priority. This may end up being the worst of

the various outbreaks we’ve seen across the league this
season and it may be a warning of what else could be to
come. Either way, the Rick Bowness situation from Sunday
was yet another reminder that we’re not anywhere near done
with this by a long shot.
Stay safe everyone.

Hurricanes’ Mrazek posts 1-0 shutout in return
Jordan Martinook scored the lone goal in Carolina's win over
Dallas
By Cory Lavalette
RALEIGH — Hurricanes forward Jordan Martinook scored
the only goal of the game and Petr Mrazek had a 28-save
shutout in his first game in over nine weeks in Carolina’s 1-0
win over the Dallas Stars on Sunday at PNC Arena.
Three Thoughts

3. Dallas coach Rick Bowness left the game after the second
period due to COVID protocols and Stars assistant John
Stevens took over the Stars bench the rest of the way.
The Stars players and coaches are tested 2-3 hours before
the game, Dallas GM Jim Nill said in a postgame availability,
and the entire traveling party receives a PCR test in the
morning. Those second results normally don’t come until
early the following morning. On Sunday, however, the results
came in early, and Bowness showed a positive.

He picked up where he left off from when he was hurt.

Nill said Bowness is fully vaccinated, the levels in the test
were low, and the team believes the result is a false positive.
The Stars consulted with the league, and those factors led to
the decision to pull Bowness but complete the game. Stars
goalie Anton Khudobin had a similar result Saturday and has
now been cleared after two negative tests.

The Hurricanes dominated play and limited chances, and
Mrazek made stops when he needed in earning his third
shutout in four decisions this season.

Nill said much of the team has either already had COVID-19
— the Stars’ start to the season was delayed with a teamwide outbreak — or been vaccinated.

“That’s just what (Mrazek) does, he’s a gamer,” Martinook
said. “It was good to see him back in there, and the results
speak for themselves. He played phenomenal, big saves
when we needed them, and just great game by (him).”

The Hurricanes’ players and coaching staff, however, were
seemingly unaware of the situation during the game. Both
Martinook and Brind’Amour said they weren’t told what was
happening.

2. The two games against the Stars featured six goals on
134 shots, 153 hits and enough grit to fill a seven-game
playoff series.

“I did notice that he wasn’t there,” Brind’Amour said. “You
know, wasn’t 100% sure what for, so we weren’t obviously
told anything.”

“It gets tough, as we know,” Brind’Amour said. “Playoff
hockey, it’s kind of that way. You got to grind, and that
certainly was the feel of these two games.”

The NHL’s transparency should start with its teams, and it’s
surprising the league wouldn’t at least relay the situation into
the opposing locker room, even if the Stars and NHL believe
the end result will prove to be a false positive.

1. The last time we saw Mrazek on the ice with the
Hurricanes, the goalie was exiting a game against the Stars
with an injured thumb after starting the season with two
shutouts in three games.

And for all the big hits, post-whistle scrums and tight play,
you could tell both teams came away respecting each other
after two hard-fought games.
“It felt like some playoff games,” Hurricanes center Vincent
Trocheck said. “It’s a good team over there. They went all
the way last year (to the Stanley Cup Final), and they know
how to how to win and how to get all the way.
“So playing against them, playing hard like we did, it shows
that we got what it takes.”

Number To Know
29 — Times in Hurricanes franchise history that the team
has won 1-0, according the Hockey-Reference.com.
Sunday’s win was the second such victory this season, with
the other also coming with Mrazek in net in a 1-0 overtime
win against Tampa Bay on Jan. 28.
Before that, the Hurricanes hadn’t won a game 1-0 since
2016-17, when they did it twice (both won by Cam Ward).
Arturs Irbe won two 1-0 games in 2000-01 a year after
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winning three in 1999-2000. No Whalers goalie won two 1-0
games in a season in the team’s time in Hartford, though
Mike Liut and Peter Sidorkiewicz each earned one in 198990.

pass past Dallas’ Andrew Cogliano to spring Martinook, who
went in alone on Jake Oettinger (37 saves) and shot blocker
side high from the hashmarks for the game’s only goal —
only his second of the season and first Feb. 13.

They Said It

“I’ve been close and kind of fighting it, a little frustrated I
guess,” Martinook said. “I actually got to give some credit to
my dad because he just said, ‘Just quit gripping your stick so
tight and have fun. … You’ve scored goals before, just go out
and shoot.’ So, we’ll chalk that up to Sparky Marty for the
assist on that one.”

“There’s one guy, I can tell you, that if he comes out of the
game, he’s hurt. … There’s nobody I’ve been around since
I’ve been done playing that is tougher than that kid.”
— Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour on Brock McGinn,
who left the game with an upper body injury. Brind’Amour
said McGinn would be evaluated Monday but that the injury
“doesn’t look good.”
Plus
Jordan Martinook, Hurricanes forward — Martinook has
bounced from center to wing all season, moving around on
lines to wherever Brind’Amour needed him. On Sunday, that
meant playing on Trocheck’s left wing opposite Martin
Necas.
The moved paid off.
The Hurricanes caught Dallas in a line change early in the
second period and pounced, with Brett Pesce getting the
puck up ice to Trocheck to start the play. Trocheck flipped a

Minus
Brock McGinn, Hurricanes forward — Just when the
Hurricanes start to get back players, it looks like they’ve lost
another one when McGinn left the game in the second
period. As Brind’Amour said, McGinn is a warrior who plays
through just about anything, so for him to concede he
couldn’t go on means something is definitely wrong.
McGinn’s six-goal, 10-point February has given way to just
two points in his last 17 games. But McGinn has value
beyond the score sheet, particularly on the penalty kill, and a
long-term absence would rob Carolina of another of its top
defensive wingers while Teuvo Teravainen is still recovering
from a concussion.

Mrazek to Start in Net When Canes Host Stars
Goaltender has missed team's last 31 games
By Michael Smith
Petr Mrazek will get the start in net for the Carolina
Hurricanes on Sunday night when they square off against the
Dallas Stars.
Mrazek makes his return to the crease after missing the
team's last 31 games with a right thumb injury, which he
suffered on Jan. 30 in the first period of a game against
Dallas, of all teams. Mrazek underwent surgery shortly after
and has since been steadily working his way back into
action.
Mrazek made 43 saves on 45 shots in a conditioning start
with the American Hockey League's Chicago Wolves on
Thursday, April 1.

"It was a good test," Mrazek said later that evening. "A lot of
shots. It's better to have more than less, especially after two
months."
"He played really big for them in the second period. I thought
he looked really calm," Canes goaltending coach Paul
Schonfelder said. "He was good in traffic and controlled his
movements well. It was a good game for him to come back
and play."
Mrazek had a dynamite start to his 2020-21 season,
recording two shutouts in his first three starts, a 0.99 goalsagainst average and a .955 save percentage.
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Recap: Mrazek, Canes Blank Stars
Mrazek posts 28-save shutout in return to crease
By Michael Smith
Petr Mrazek made his long-awaited return to the crease and
posted a 28-save shutout to lead the Carolina Hurricanes to
a 1-0 win over the Dallas Stars.
The Difference, Part I
It was exactly two years ago to the night that an ecstatic Petr
Mrazek, having just seen that the Canes had clinched their
first playoff berth in 10 years, sat on the bench in his
postgame interview and exclaimed, "We're in! We're in! Yes!
Yes! Woo!"
It's only fitting that Mrazek made his return to the crease on
the two-year anniversary of that signature moment in Canes
history, and again he gave the crowd - this time much
smaller at a current-capacity of 4,987 but still rambunctious something to cheer about.
Mrazek stopped all 28 shots he saw to record his third
shutout in his fifth start of the season. Credit the Canes'
defense in front of him because he didn't see a ton of shots he faced just six shots in the first 20 minutes - but he came
up big when his team needed him most, especially the
stretch when the Canes were hunkered down to protect the
one-goal lead.
"He didn't have a lot of work for two [periods], and then when
we needed him to make saves in the last five minutes, he
made three or four really spectacular [saves]," head coach
Rod Brind'Amour said. "He fought through it, and he was
good."
Jamie Benn had a couple good looks in particular down the
stretch, one through traffic and another as he danced around
Jaccob Slavin. Mrazek had the answers for both.
"That's just what Raz does. He's a gamer," Jordan Martinook
said. "It was good to see him back in there. The results
speak for themselves. He played phenomenal. Big saves
when we needed them. A great game by Raz."
As the final horn sounded and the game went final, Mrazek
pumped his fist before being mobbed by his teammates.
With the win, Mrazek, who was named the game's first star,
improved to 3-1-0 on the season with a 0.74 goals-against
average and a .968 save percentage.
He's back, all right.
"It felt good to be back. It's been a long journey," he said.
"I'm happy that I came back tonight and got the win."
The Difference, Part II
In the first minute of the second period, the Canes caught the
Stars on a line change to spring Martinook on a breakaway
for the game's first goal.
Off the Stars' weak dump-in attempt, Brett Pesce quickly
upped the puck to Vincent Trocheck in the neutral zone.
Trocheck drew a defender while Martinook skated into open
ice and readied for the pass. Trocheck put the puck right on

Martinook's tape, and he picked the corner over Jake
Oettinger's blocker side.
"I feel like I've been close and kind of fighting it. A little
frustrated, I guess," Martinook said. "I've actually got to give
some credit to my dad because he just said, 'Quit gripping
your stick so tight and have fun.' He's like, 'You've scored
goals before. Just go out and shoot.' We'll chalk that up to
Sparky Marky for the assist on that one."
Plus/Minus
Plus: Physicality
Both games in this series with the Stars were physical,
grinding, playoff-style hockey games. That's what you get
when you match up against last season's Western
Conference champions, a team trying to battle its way up the
Central Division standings. It's also how even more games
are likely to play out down the stretch of the season as
playoff races intensify.
"They're a heavy team. They play physically," Martinook
said. "There's not a whole lot of room. All around the ice,
you're getting challenged. It brings the best out of a lot of
guys."
There weren't many prolonged stretches of game action that
didn't feature some sort of heavy collision. Trocheck threw
his weight around on the forecheck. Brady Skjei lined up Ty
Dellandrea in the neutral zone. Blake Comeau caught
Steven Lorentz near the same spot. Cedric Paquette was in
the mix often, even tossing his gloves off to challenge
Comeau after his heavy, but clean hit.
Just how physical were the Canes in this one? They were
credited with 54 hits, the most in a single game for the team
since Jan. 7, 2011 in Florida (57 hits). Paquette (8),
Martinook (7) and Andrei Svechnikov (6) each set season
highs in hits.
"I know we didn't get the result last night, but I thought that
was just as good a game as this one, as far as the way we
played," Brind'Amour said. "That's what we're going to have
to do. It gets tough, as we know. Playoff hockey is kind of
that way. You've got to grind. That was the feel in these two
games."
Minus: McGinn injured
Brock McGinn exited the game in the second period with an
upper-body injury. He was fighting some discomfort at the
end of a seven-second shift about six minutes into the
period, and he came back four minutes later to give it
another go but was still visibly in pain. He did not return to
the contest after that.
"That one doesn't look good. He's going to get checked out
tomorrow. That's one guy I can tell you that if he comes out
of the game, he's hurt," Brind'Amour said. "There's nobody
I've been around since I've been done playing who's tougher
than that kid."
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Stats Pack

Quote of the Night

10: With the primary assist on Martinook's goal, Trocheck
has now recorded at least a point in each of his last 10
games played (5g, 8a).

"They felt like some playoff games. It's a good team over
there. … They know how to win and how to get all the way.
Playing against them and playing hard like we did, it showed
that we've got what it takes." - Vincent Trocheck

9: Nine of the Canes' 18 skaters recorded at least three hits
in the game.
6: Mrazek is the sixth goaltender in the NHL's modern era
(since 1943-44) to post a shutout in each of his first three
wins of a season, according to NHL PR.

Up Next
The Florida Panthers, who have won six games in a row,
come to town for a two-game set on Tuesday and Thursday.

Mrazek returns from thumb injury, Hurricanes shut out Stars
Makes 28 saves in first start since Jan. 30; Dallas coach
Bowness leaves due to COVID-19 protocols

neutral zone from Brett Pesce and fed Martinook in the slot
for his first goal in 25 games.

By Kurt Dusterberg

"I feel like I've been close and kind of fighting it, and a little
frustrated, I guess," Martinook said. "I've actually got to give
a little credit to my dad. He just said, 'Quit gripping your stick
so tight and have fun.'"

RALEIGH, N.C. -- Petr Mrazek made 28 saves in his return
from injury for the Carolina Hurricanes in a 1-0 win against
the Dallas Stars at PNC Arena on Sunday.
It was Mrazek's first start since Jan. 30; he missed 31 games
after he dislocated his right thumb in a 4-1 win against the
Stars. Mrazek has three shutouts in five starts this season.
Jordan Martinook scored for the Hurricanes (25-9-3), who
have won five of six against the Stars.
"It felt good to be back. It's been a long journey," Mrazek
said. "I think the first period, I was looking for myself there. I
was all over the place there in the crease. In the second
period, I established myself and I didn't give up many
rebounds after that."
Jake Oettinger made 37 saves for Dallas (13-13-10).
Rick Bowness did not coach the Stars in the third period due
to NHL COVID-19 protocols.
"Rick has been vaccinated," Dallas general manager Jim Nill
said afterward. "We think this is a similar situation -- I know
the [Dallas] Mavericks had the same situation with (coach)
Rick Carlisle, and there are numerous other people this has
happened to -- we think it's a false positive, but protocol,
once it is flagged, there are different levels. With the PRC
testing ... there are different levels of the infection rate or
whatever. He was a very low grade, but it's still positive, and
so out of safety concerns, he was pulled. But yes, he has
been vaccinated. His first vaccination was back sometime in
January. He's had both vaccinations."
Martinook scored the game's only goal 40 seconds into the
second period. Vincent Trocheck took a pass through the

Mrazek made 16 saves through two periods, but the Stars
had 12 shots in the third.
"We gave it all until the end, I'm proud of the boys," Dallas
defenseman John Klingberg said. "We battled through it. It's
a grind, it's a tough schedule right now, but it's the same for
everyone. Obviously we didn't get the results we wanted, but
at the end of the night we battled 100 percent. That's all we
can do."
Mrazek preserved the shutout with a pad save against Mark
Pysyk at 16:09 of the third and a glove save on Jason
Robertson's shot through traffic with 1:28 remaining.
"He didn't have a lot of work for two [periods], and then when
we needed him to make some saves there in the last five
minutes, he made three or four kind of spectacular [saves],"
Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "There were some
weird ones that he couldn't see. They weren't Grade A's
necessarily, but they were coming in at angles and screens
and he fought through it."
Dallas split the two-game set after a 3-2 win Saturday.
"I just didn't think we played our best game tonight," said
assistant John Stevens, who coached the Stars in the third
period. "I thought the effort was really good. I just thought we
got off our structure a little bit. I didn't think we forechecked
very well, especially in the second period. We allowed them
to come at us with too much speed, and the byproduct of that
is spending too much time in your zone."
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NOTES: Nill said goalie Anton Khudobin was removed from
NHL COVID-19 protocol after his test Saturday was
determined to be a false positive. … Mrazek is the sixth
goalie in the NHL's modern era (since 1943-44) to get a
shutout in each of his first three wins of a season. Pascal
Leclaire had four with the Columbus Blue Jackets in 200708. … Hurricanes forward Brock McGinn left in the second

period because of an upper-body injury. Brind'Amour said
McGinn will be evaluated Monday. … Klingberg's six-game
point streak and Robertson's four-game point streak ended.
… Stars forward Roope Hintz returned after he missed one
game with a lower-body injury. … Trocheck extended his
point streak to 10 games (five goals, eight assists). …
Carolina is 18-0-2 when leading after two periods.

Mrazek has shutout in return, Hurricanes beat Stars 1-0
By Bob Sutton
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — More than two months later, Petr
Mrazek still has his edge.
Mrazek made 28 saves in his first game back after a lengthy
absence as the Carolina Hurricanes beat the Dallas Stars 10 on Sunday night.
“It felt good to be back,” Mrazek said. “It has been a long
journey.”
Mrazek, who notched his third shutout of the season, played
for the first time since suffering a thumb injury Jan. 30
against Dallas.
Stars coach Rick Bowness didn’t return to the bench for the
third period because of what the team announced was a
COVID protocol.
Jordan Martinook’s second-period goal was enough scoring
for the Hurricanes.
Dallas goalie Jake Oettinger made 37 saves just a night after
a 41-save outing in a victory against Carolina.

The Hurricanes had good goalie work for stretches with
Mrazek out of the lineup. Alex Nedeljkovic, who played
Saturday night, was scratched for Sunday’s game. That
meant James Reimer, who has a 14-4-1 record this season,
was the backup for both weekend games.
Mrazek stopped 12 shots in the third period.
“He didn’t have a lot of work for two (periods),” Carolina
coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “When we needed him to make
some saves there in the last five minutes, he made three or
four really just spectacular.”
Bowness wasn’t around to witness his team’s best period
because of a positive COVID test.
“We did communicate with the league and they agreed with
us: Let’s get him out of the game,” Dallas general manager
Jim Nill said of continuing the game without Bowness.
“Because of his situation of being vaccinated, and we’d
usually regularly get these tests sometime early tomorrow
morning. But because this one came back quicker, we
consulted with the league and everybody decided this was
the right situation.”

Mrazek was tied with two other goalies for the league lead
with two shutouts when he was injured in late January. He
had surgery on his right thumb as a result of an injury while
playing the Stars.

The Stars had won consecutive games for the first time since
the opening four games of the season.

Now, he’s one of only six NHL goalies dating back to 194344 to have shutouts in his first three wins of a season.

Without Bowness, Stars assistant coach John Stevens took
over the head coaching responsibilities for the third period.

“He’s a gamer,” Martinook said. “It was good to see him back
in there. The results speak for themselves. He played
phenomenal. Big saves when we needed them.”

Nill said it’s believed that it’s a false positive.

Mrazek joined former standout Arturs Irbe as the only goalies
in franchise history with at least three shutouts in three
consecutive seasons.

Brind’Amour said he noticed that Bowness wasn’t behind the
bench, but he hadn’t been told why until later.

Mrazek returned to form in his first game back, though he
made a conditioning outing with the AHL’s Chicago Wolves
in preparation for being back in the NHL.
“I think the first period I was looking for myself a little bit
there,” Mrazek said. “I was all over the place. … I think in the
second period, I established myself.”

BEHIND THE BENCH

“He has no symptoms and we’re very comfortable in
presuming that this is a false positive,” Nill said.

The Stars were told of Bowness’ situation.
“We talked as a group, coaches talked,” captain Jamie Benn
said of the between-periods situation. “Nothing new.”
A day earlier, Dallas goaltender Anton Khudobin was placed
in the league’s COVID protocol. He had been the expected
starter for that game.
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Nill said Khudobin has since had two negative results on
tests and has been cleared to travel with the team.

“I feel like I’ve been close and kind of fighting it, a little
frustrated,” Martinook said.

Dallas had other health issues as well. Center Jason
Dickinson was placed on injured reserve with a lower-body
ailment prior to Sunday’s game. The Stars did get left winger
Roope Hintz back after a one-game absence.

He credited his father with setting him straight.

SEEING STARS

UP NEXT

For Martinook, it was only his second goal of the season,
with the other coming Feb. 13 at Dallas.

Stars: At Chicago for games Tuesday and Thursday to cap a
six-game road trip.

“He said, ‘Quit gripping your stick so tight and have fun.
You’ve scored goals before, just go out and shoot,’ ” he said.

Hurricanes: Hosts Florida on Tuesday and Thursday.

The Buzzer: Chychrun caps off hat trick in OT; Mrazek’s big return
By Sean Leahy
THREE STARS
1. Jakob Chychrun, Arizona Coyotes
The Coyotes blue liner notched his first career NHL hat trick
during Arizona’s 3-2 overtime win against the Ducks. The
only reason the game needed extra time was because of
Chychrun, who tied things with 4:51 remaining in the third
period. He now has 12 goals on the season, tied with the
Oilers’ Darnell Nurse for first among defensemen.
2. Petr Mrazek, Carolina Hurricanes
What a return for the Hurricanes netminder. Playing his first
NHL game since Jan. 30, Mrazek stopped all 28 shots he
faced during a 1-0 shutout of the Stars. Jordan Martinook
provided the lone goal to help Mrazek record his third
shutout of the season. He now one of only six NHL goalies
since 1943-44 to earn his first three wins of a season via
shutout.
3. Alex Ovechkin, Washington Capitals
Ovechkin had a goal and two assists during Washington’s 54 win over the Devils. He also continues his run at another
NHL milestone in his storied NHL career. His goal was the

265th of his career on the power play, tying him with Brett
Hull for second place all-time. He’s now nine behind Dave
Andreychuk (274) for the NHL record. Ovechkin’s career
goal count is now at 725.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NIGHT
• Here’s a look at Chychrun’s big goal:
• What a save by Ilya Samsonov:
• Auston Matthews‘ Rocket Richard Trophy quest continued
as he tallied his 25th during Toronto’s win over Calgary:
STATS OF THE NIGHT
• The Capitals completed the first-ever eight-game sweep
over an opponent during the regular season.
SCORES
Red Wings 5, Lightning 1
Capitals 5, Devils 4
Panthers 3, Blue Jackets 0
Hurricanes 1, Stars 0
Maple Leafs 4, Flames 2
Coyotes 3, Ducks 2 (OT)
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Mrazek dazzles in return with shutout
The Carolina Hurricanes defeated the Dallas Stars 1-0
Sunday night at PNC Arena as the team brought the
physicality to the close, hard-checking match.

shifts at a time, but the stingy Dallas D and strong play by
Oettinger, who made 37 saves on the night, made this game
come down to the wire.

By Ryan Henkel

The Stars made a final push late into the third, but the Canes
and Mrazek held strong.

It was the Return of the Raz in Raleigh as Petr Mrazek made
his return to the lineup after missing the last two months due
to a broken thumb. The Czech netminder made it a return to
remember with his third shutout in four full games played this
season.
It was a full and complete game for the Carolina Hurricanes,
who proved in a 1-0 bounce back win over the Dallas Stars
Sunday night at PNC Arena, that they can still win those
grindy, physical hockey games.
Right from the whistle, you could tell Carolina was energized
and ready. They brought the physicality with them and laid
21 hits in the first period alone, and ended up throwing 54
over the course of the game.
As one would expect from these two teams, the game lacked
a lot of space, but the Canes found patches here and there
and found none better than in the opening of the second
period.
Vincent Trocheck managed to free Jordan Martinook for a
rare, but clean, breakaway and “Marty” made no mistake
sniping it home top-shelf over Jake Oettinger — who was
making his second consecutive start with Anton Khudobin
still out due to COVID protocol — to give the Canes the lead.
It felt like the Canes had chance after chance after chance
for the whole game as they really hemmed in Dallas for long

Carolina has proven that they can play any style necessary
to win and with the test that Dallas brings of physical, playoff
style hockey it just shows even more what the Canes are
capable of.
It was a good showing from Mrazek, who earned his third
shutout in the four games he has played to completion.
There was a bit of shakiness with some pucks in close and
rebounds, but as the game went on, Mrazek settled in more
and more. He especially came up huge in the third against
the Stars’ push and was really good in seeing through traffic
and getting freezes when the team needed him.
Another strong performance for the Canes came from Brady
Skjei, who was very noticeable in all zones of play and has
really seemed to be reaching another level of play as of late.
There’s a history of guys new to Carolina’s blueline taking a
while to adapt and it seems the breakthrough may be here.
Two bits of concern though from the game where that Dallas
head coach Rick Bowness left the game after two periods
due to COVID protocol, and Brock McGinn did not return
after suffering an upper-body injury.
The Hurricanes will continue their homestand as the Florida
Panthers come to town Tuesday night at 7 p.m.
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They said it: Brind’Amour, Martinook, Trocheck, Mrazek on shutout win
The Carolina Hurricanes defeated the Dallas Stars in a 1-0
shutout win. After the game, Rod Brind’Amour, Jordan
Martinook, Vincent Trocheck and Petr Mrazek spoke to the
media via Zoom.
By Ryan Henkel and Andrew Schnittker
The Hurricanes celebrated the return of Petr Mrazek in fine
fashion Sunday night, picking up a 1-0 win in a 28-save
shutout for the Czech netminder.
Jordan Martinook scored the Canes’ lone goal on a slick feed
from Vincent Trocheck. Trocheck, Mrazek and Martinook
spoke to the media after the victory, here’s a full breakdown
of everything they had to say.
Rod Brind’Amour
On Petr Mrazek: He was pretty good. He didn’t have a lot of
work for two, and then, when we needed him, he was there
in the last five minutes. He made three or more spectacular,
especially weird ones that went in that he couldn’t see. They
weren’t grade-As, necessarily, but they were coming from
angles and screens. He fought through it. He was good,
obviously.
On Dallas Stars head coach Rick Bowness being pulled due
to COVID protocol: I did notice that he wasn’t there. I wasn’t
100% sure what for, so we obviously weren’t told anything.
It’s been a concern all year. It’s a reminder, again, that we’ve
got to keep doing the right things.
On Jordan Martinook: That’s how we expect it to go. We
need contributions from everybody at different times. You’ve
got your usual suspects that you rely on more, but we need
everyone to contribute some way. Tonight it was him with the
goal. [Trocheck] makes a great play on it. There were a lot of
really good plays tonight. Our defense was really solid. Our
back end, all those guys just did a good job in really limiting
what they were doing.
On Brady Skjei: He was solid tonight, for sure. He could have
had a couple goals. He made some great offensive plays
tonight. Their goalie played great. You’ve got to him a lot of
credit. He held them in it, really, to give them a chance. But
[Skjei] was really good tonight, defending, obviously, but he
was really good in the offense. He created a lot of
opportunities.
On if these are games that can help the Hurricanes going
forward: I thought those were two really good games. I know
we didn’t get the result last night, but really I thought that was
just as good a game as this one as far as the way we played
it. That’s what we’re going to have to do. It gets tough, as we
know. Playoff hockey is kind of that way. You’ve got to grind.
That certainly was kind of the feel in these two games.
On the goaltending situation: We’re going to take a day here
and regroup on it. It’s great to know that Petr’s back as far as
being sharp and there’s no questions there. He’d been out a
long time. The question that’s obviously going to come is
what kind of workload do you give him, and he’s got to have
a few starts here to really get in the groove of playing every
day or that conditioning aspect. So we’ll regroup tomorrow
and kind of figure it out.

On Brock McGinn: That one doesn’t look good. He’s going to
get checked out tomorrow. There’s one guy that can tell you
if he comes out of a game, he’s hurt. If that guy comes out,
and you saw, he actually came out, came back and tried to
play. There’s nobody around since I’ve been done playing
that is tougher than that kid.
Petr Mrazek
On being back at PNC: It felt good. It’s been a long journey
so it’s nice that I could be back in the game with the guys.
On if he felt normal or if there was rust to shake off: No, I
think in the first period I was looking for it a little bit there. I
was all over the place in the crease. I tried to find the net and
then I think in the second period, I established myself and
didn’t give up many rebounds after that.
On the fan atmosphere: Fans give you a lot of energy. Even
in the warmups and during the game. They cheer for us
really well so it’s nice to have them back.
On the guys in front of him: They helped me so much around
the net. Like I said, the first period I felt like I gave up some
rebounds and also at the start of the second period too. They
boxed them out really well and cleaned the space right next
to me so well.
On the conditioning stint in Chicago: Of course it helped me.
I hadn’t seen a game in two months so when I was in net in
Chicago, the game looked so different from in the net than
from the sky box. It was good conditioning and I’m happy I
went and I’m happy I came back tonight and got the win.
On if he sees a team cohesion and everything just coming
together: Yeah. I think the team looks really sharp. Even
when I was playing we were doing things right and trying with
discipline. Everybody was playing really, really hard.
On Alex Nedeljkovic: I would say Alex and [James Reimer]
both played really, really well. They gave the team a chance
to win every night and they did a great job.
Jordan Martinook
On if there was any pre-scout to his shot selection for his
goal: No. I feel like I’ve been close and kind of fighting it. A
little frustrated I guess. But I’ve got to give a little bit of credit
to my dad because he just said quit gripping your stick so
tight and have fun. He’s like, “You’ve scored goals before,
just go out and shoot.” So we’ll chalk that one up to Sparky
Marky for the assist on that one.
On Petr Mrazek: He played two or three days ago in Chicago
and played pretty well. But yeah, that’s just what [Mrazek]
does. He’s a gamer. It was good to see him back in there.
Obviously the results speak for themselves. He was
phenomenal. Big saves when we needed him. Just a great
game by [Mrazek].
On if the team knew Rick Bowness was pulled due to COVID
protocol: No. We didn’t know. Didn’t know anything about
that.
On the physical play: They’re a heavy team. They play
physically and I think even from last game, you knew what
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type of game it was going to be. They’re right there. They
need some points right now and we know they were in the
Stanley Cup Final last year for the reason that they showed
out there. There’s not a whole lot of room. All around the ice,
you’re getting challenged. It brings the best out of a lot of
guys.

playing hard like we did, it showed that we’ve got what it
takes.

Vincent Trocheck

On Petr Mrazek: It was great having him back. He played
phenomenal tonight. Obviously the first game back, to play
that well, to get a shutout, that’s got to be good for his
confidence. It’s obviously great for our team. If you can keep
the puck out of our own net, you’re going to win most games.

On these games feeling like playoff hockey: They felt like
some playoff games. That’s a good team over there.
Obviously they went all the way last year. They know how to
win and how to get all the way. So playing against them and

On Brady Skjei: [Skjei]’s a great player. He can skate. He’s
very steady. He’s always in the right positions in the D-zone.
He can wheel in the O-zone and find guys, great vision. Our
D corps is so good, and he just adds to that depth.
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Hurricanes goalie Petr Mrazek posts triumphant return from injury

BY CHIP ALEXANDER
APRIL 04, 2021 07:44 PM,

Some things happened in the Carolina Hurricanes game Sunday against
the Dallas Stars that few would have expected.
Goalie Petr Mrazek, who had not played an NHL game since Jan. 30,
returned from his thumb injury to notch a 28-save shutout. Not just play
well, but shut out the Stars 1-0 at PNC Arena.

Forward Jordan Martinook, who had scored once this season, gave the
Canes (25-9-3) the only goal of the game, scoring on a second-period
breakaway. By game’s end, it was the only goal Mrazek would need to
win the game.
The Canes’ Brock McGinn left the game in the second period with an
upper-body injury and did not return. That rarely happens to the roughand-tumble forward.
“There’s no one I’ve been around since I’ve been done playing who’s
tougher than that kid,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said, adding that
McGinn’s injury “did not look good.”
Then there Rick Bowness also leaving the game and not returning. He
was pulled during the second intermission because of COVID-19
protocols and replaced by assistant coach John Stevens in the third.
While the Canes players were not aware of the Bowness situation,
Brind’Amour noticed the coach was missing from the bench. It also came
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on a day when the Vancouver Canucks had 18 players on the NHL
COVID list.
“It’s been a concern all year,” Brind’Amour said of COVID issues. “It’s a
reminder again we’ve got to keep doing the right things.”
Mrazek played a conditioning-stint game Thursday with the Chicago
Wolves of the AHL and faced 45 shots. But this was his first time back
with the Canes, in PNC Arena, since his surgery for a thumb dislocation
suffered Jan. 30 against the Stars.
“That’s just what ‘Raz does. He’s a gamer,” Martinook said. “It was good
to see him back in there and obviously the results speak for themselves.
He played phenomenal.”
Mrazek faced just six shots in the first period and was not tested a lot in
the first 40 minutes as the Canes played a physical brand of hardchecking hockey. The Stars (13-13-10) pressed in the final two minutes
of regulation, pulling goalie Jake Oettinger for a sixth attacker, but
Mrazek made some calm, quality saves to nail down his 24th career
shutout.
“It felt good to be back. It’s been a long journey,” Mrazek said. “I think the
first period I was looking for my game a little. I was all over the place
there in the crease. I think in the second period I established myself and
didn’t give up many rebounds after that.”
Martinook’s goal came after defenseman Brett Pesce pushed the puck
out of the Carolina zone to Vincent Trocheck. The center spotted
Martinook skating alone into the Stars zone and set him up for the
breakaway and a top-shelf bullet that beat Oettinger.
“I’ve got to give some credit to my dad,” Martinook said. “He said to quit
gripping my stick so tight and have fun. Just go out and shoot.”
The Stars’ Jamie Benn said the game had all the elements of a playoff
matchup.
“Close game, physical., goalies played well,” Benn said.
News Observer LOADED: 04.05.2021
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Goalie Petr Mrazek to return for Hurricanes against Dallas Stars

BY CHIP ALEXANDER
APRIL 04, 2021 06:31 PM

The long wait is over for goaltender Petr Mrazek.
The Carolina Hurricanes will have Mrazek in net for the first time since
Jan. 30 on Sunday when they host the Dallas Stars.
Mrazek has not played in an NHL game since dislocating his right thumb
early in a game against the Stars at PNC Area. The injury came during a
collision in the crease with Canes forward Max McCormick, who was
later injured and left the game.
Mrazek, who was making his fourth start, was leading the NHL in goalsagainst average (0.99) and save percentage (.955). But surgery was
needed and the extended rehab began as rookie Alex Nedeljkovic joined
veteran James Reimer as the Canes’ two goalies.
Mrazek has missed the past 31 games for the Canes (24-9-3), who were
beaten 3-2 Saturday by the Stars at PNC Arena. Nedeljkovic, who was
named the NHL’s rookie of the month for March, took the loss.
The Canes took advantage of favorable scheduling in Chicago on
Thursday to allow Mrazek to get a game with the Chicago Wolves in the
American Hockey League. Assigned to the Wolves on a conditioning

stint, he made 43 saves Thursday afternoon in a 5-2 victory, then
rejoined the Canes, who had a road game that night against the
Blackhawks.
“Obviously with him being out as long as he has, it’d be tough to just say
‘Hey, let’s throw you into an NHL game not knowing how you feel’
because there’s still obviously a little question mark in his mind,”
Brind’Amour said Thursday. “This hopefully alleviates that.”
Canes general manager Don Waddell has said the plan was to keep all
three goalies on the active roster. Mrazek and Reimer are due to become
unrestricted free agents after the season and Nedeljkovic will be a
restricted free agent with arbitration rights.
News Observer LOADED: 04.05.2021
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COVID protocol, shutouts and more Hurricanes-Stars observations from
Civian and Yousuf

By Sara Civian and Saad Yousuf Apr 4, 2021

It was shaping up to be a perfect day for hockey in Raleigh, N.C. The
weather was immaculate, the fans have pumped energy back into PNC
Arena, and Petr Mrazek finally returned to the crease after missing 31
games to a right thumb injury.
He’d eventually post a 28-save shutout — his third in five total starts this
season — in the Hurricanes’ 1-0 win Sunday, and we’ll get to that. Stars
writer Saad Yousuf and I decided to collaborate on a story about this
series.
But first, we’ve got to talk about Stars coach Rick Bowness leaving the
game before the third period due to COVID-19 protocol.
Yousuf with the background information: So, the Stars’ most recent
COVID-19 situation actually goes back a few days before the second
intermission Sunday. Saturday morning, Stars rookie goaltender Jake
Oettinger was informed he was going to start against the Hurricanes. The
original plan was for veteran Anton Khudobin to start Saturday, but he
tested positive for COVID-19. At morning skate Saturday, Bowness said
the hope was that Khudobin’s test was a false positive. Sunday night,
Stars general manager Jim Nill confirmed that Khudobin, who had battled
COVID-19 a few months ago in the offseason, received multiple negative
tests and is cleared to join the team on its flight to Chicago on Sunday
night.
With that context in mind, let’s talk about Sunday night. Bowness began
the game behind the bench, as usual, and remained there for the first two
periods. He did not return to the bench following the second intermission,
instead going back to the hotel for quarantine after a test turned up
positive.
How did that happen in the middle of the game?
The traveling party does a PCR test every morning and then players and
coaches do a rapid test two or three hours before every game. The Stars
did their routine PCR tests, which is the most accurate lab test, Sunday
morning. They usually get the results for these the next morning, around
3 a.m. or 4 a.m., depending on the lab. The Stars received the results of
their Sunday morning PCR tests around the second period of Sunday
night’s game, which is why they immediately removed Bowness from the
game.
“We’re very comfortable,” Nill said. “Rick has no symptoms at all. Once
again, this is much like Anton Khudobin’s, I mentioned the Rick Carlisle
situation with the Dallas Mavericks. He’s been vaccinated, he has no
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symptoms. We’re very comfortable in presuming that this is a false
positive.”

What are your impressions of the other team from this season and this
series?

Carlisle missed the Mavericks’ game Friday due to a positive test but
rejoined the team Saturday after it turned out to be a false positive. As
mentioned, Khudobin was also cleared after a false positive.

Yousuf: The Canes have looked as advertised to me this weekend.
Going back to Saturday, they were the more impressive team throughout,
until you looked at the scoreboard. The Hurricanes’ forecheck was
imposing, but it seemed like a bunch of chances that got to the doorstep
but never quite got in. In fact, the Canes on Saturday looked a lot like the
Stars all season long. The stats back up what I thought I saw.

“We think it’s a false positive but per protocol, once it is flagged — there
are different levels,” Nill said. “I’m not a total medical person but there are
different levels of the infection rate. (Bowness) was a very low grade, but
it is still positive so out of safety concerns, he was pulled.”
Bowness is fully vaccinated. Nill said that the Stars coach received his
first vaccination sometime in January. Nill added that the Stars had
received vaccinations throughout the organization. Here’s the exchange
pertaining to the organization’s status of vaccination.
What’s the status of vaccination around the team?
Nill: “First of all, we’ve had a lot of players that had COVID-19 so we’re
clear that way, and then almost everybody else has been vaccinated.
We’re very low-risk. We’ve had a lot of people that have medical issues
that had to get vaccinated and then I would say everybody else has
pretty well been covered with vaccinations.”
When you say “everybody else,” who does that include?
Nill: “That’s the whole organization, players and staff. As I said, we had a
very high percentage of players that got COVID-19, so they’ve been
covered that way, and then whoever wasn’t has been vaccinated. Same
for our coaching and medical training. Whoever is in our traveling party
has been vaccinated.”
Nill said Bowness is doing fine and not showing any symptoms. The 66year-old Bowness remained in Carolina as the team flew to Chicago on
Sunday night, pending negative tests to clear COVID-19 protocol.
Assistant coach John Stevens assumed interim head coaching duties
Sunday night and would be the acting head coach in Chicago, should
Bowness be unable to join.
Civian on the Hurricanes’ side: I asked alternate captain Jordan
Martinook if the Hurricanes had been notified of this development as it
was happening, and if so, what was his comfort level with continuing the
game?
“No, we didn’t find that out,” Martinook said. “So, yeah. Didn’t know
anything about that.”
ABC 11’s Bridget Condon asked Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour if he
noticed Bowness wasn’t on the bench, and if Brind’Amour felt concerned.
“I did notice that he wasn’t there, I wasn’t 100 percent sure what for,”
Brind’Amour said. “We weren’t told anything. It’s been a concern all year.
It’s a reminder, again, that we’ve got to keep doing the right things.”
Now let’s talk about the game itself.

According to Natural Stat Trick, Carolina dominated Dallas in shots 4325, held the edge in high-danger scoring chances 11-6, and Corsi For
percentage, 60 percent to 40 percent. Despite all of that, the Stars won
3-2 on Saturday. It’s what they have done well in recent years when
they’ve been successful: ride superb goaltending and then get just
enough goals. The first goal from Mark Pysyk was kind of the anomaly.
That second goal from Jamie Benn on the power play after John
Klingberg let one rip and then Jason Robertson’s slick pass to Tanner
Kero for the third are exactly the kind of plays that Dallas gets when it
squeezes by the competition on the back of its goaltending. Did you get
the feeling the Stars stole that game?
Civian: I feel like “stealing games” isn’t really a thing this season. The
strategies for winning during this condensed schedule are interesting.
Basically, win dirty, have better players who have the talent to play poorly
and still come out with a sloppy win, and have depth when those players
either enter COVID-19 protocol or get injured due to so many games in
so few days.
The Canes have never been more talented, and it’s showing in their
“stolen” games. So I’m not going to say another team stole a game from
them when they did the same thing the previous night.
To me, the Stars have seemed unlucky, inconsistent and confusing —
but they’ve also been aggressive in a good way. Not being able to put a
few streaks together is a big red flag to me — the Stars clearly have
talent and bite, and I understand injuries can pile up and quickly derail
everything this season, but most teams are going through the same
thing. Does this point to a lack of depth?
Yousuf: Maybe a little bit, but the injuries for the Stars have gotten a tad
bit ridiculous. If you want to know just how bad, look at the power play
units they roll out sometimes. Tyler Seguin hasn’t played yet this season,
Alexander Radulov missed 15 games after Feb. 4, came back for three
games and hasn’t played since March 18. Roope Hintz, their best
forward, is a perpetual game-time decision due to a nagging lower-body
injury that will probably require some offseason procedures. Even this
weekend, he didn’t play Saturday but played Sunday. That’s three of their
top five forwards on any given night, and we haven’t even gotten to the
other absences, like Jason Dickinson, their versatile forward who plays
up and down the lineup, center or wing, just getting placed on IR on
Sunday and then their checking line centerman Radek Faksa missing
Sunday’s game due to an upper-body injury.

The Stars have faced an insane amount of adversity this season, and
have failed to consistently win games after a strong start. Meanwhile,
Mrazek’s return was a success for the Hurricanes, and he became the
sixth goaltender in the NHL’s modern era (since 1943-44) to post a
shutout in each of his first three wins of a season.

So, with that kind of a list, I’m not sure how much more you can prepare
in terms of bodies for depth. Where the Stars really hurt in this situation is
that the guys who should be stepping up in a bigger way, such as Jamie
Benn and Denis Gurianov, haven’t been able to do so in the way that,
say, Joe Pavelski has when he was seen as the filler for Seguin coming
into the season.

Civian: Saad, can you believe there are only 20-or-so regular-season
games left on the schedule?

Civian: Yeah, you’re right.

Yousuf: This has been the longest season ever while also just flying by.
We have only one month left in the regular season, which just seems
absurd to think about. But I have to be honest, Sara, this season has
been dragging down here. On the fourth day of training camp, there was
a COVID-19 outbreak of over 15 players. A month later, a full week
shutdown due to a winter storm in Texas. Four games a week over the
past month. It’s just been a load and has felt like forever.
Civian: That’s one heck of a way to join a new beat. At least it is only up
from here …

What are the biggest challenges you’ve seen the Canes present to the
Stars, and vice versa?
Yousuf: It goes hand-in-hand for me. It seemed like every time I looked
up, the Canes were right in front of the net with a golden opportunity to
score. Brady Skjei’s chance in the third period Sunday is a perfect
example, and there were countless other instances throughout the
weekend. The Stars pride themselves on defense and goaltending but
defensively, the Canes consistently found their way through.
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That brings us to the Stars’ goaltending, which is what I think was the
biggest challenge for the Canes. Oettinger had a couple of standout
performances and did everything he needed to do to win both games. It’s
still hard to believe he’s a 22-year-old rookie because he’s been one of
the most consistent players on the Stars roster this season. He made
things a lot more difficult for Carolina this weekend than they should have
been. What about you? What stood out to you from your perspective on
what gave each team trouble?
Civian: I mean, you’re spot on. But the Stars have been an interesting
matchup for the Canes because they’re forcing the Canes to look in the
mirror and realize they have to be tougher. The benefit of all these
games against the same teams is that kind of flaw exposure. I felt like the
Canes finally won that physicality battle Sunday and got better as a team
because of it.
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Florida Panthers

Driedger continues hot play with shutout as Panthers top Blue Jackets,
take solo lead in Central

By RICK MENNING
ASSOCIATED PRESS |
APR 04, 2021 AT 8:03 PM

Other than the usual suspects, which players have caught your eye?
Yousuf: I don’t know if you count Martin Necas as a “usual suspect” at
this point, because I think he’s become that caliber of a player, but
coming into the season, I didn’t see him doing all he’s been able to do.
There was that play midway through the third period Saturday when he
just entered the zone with a vengeance and skated through a few Stars
players and had a wraparound attempt that Oettinger blocked. If that one
goes in, it’s 3-3, the game is likely headed to overtime and that goal
would’ve left me with Connor McDavid vibes a little.
Civian: Jason Robertson! I gotta admit, I didn’t see that one coming.
Good for him.
Where do you think it went wrong for the Stars, if it did — or do they still
have a chance?
Yousuf: Beyond the health issues discussed above, they just haven’t
been able to finish. There have been so many games in which they were
the better team but ended up losing. The number of one-goal losses and
losses after regulation are staggering. But they absolutely still have a
chance this season. They’re only four points behind that final playoff spot
in the Central and have four games in hand on the two teams ahead of
them, including multiple head-to-heads against them. They need to start
playing better consistently and win the games against the mediocre
teams and then steal a few against the clear-cut top three, which they did
this weekend. They should also be getting some reinforcements in the
coming weeks, with Seguin and Ben Bishop nearing returns. The Stars
just have to buy enough time to have their returns matter.
What are your thoughts on the new divisions? Would you want them to
be permanent?
Civian: I get the hype, and I think it’s been fun and interesting to switch
things up and get a new perspective on teams around the league, but I’m
all set. I don’t know about you, but I’m not actively signing up for a
permanent North Division media landscape — no offense to our lovely
colleagues.

SUNRISE — Aleksander Barkov had a goal and an assist, Chris
Driedger posted his third career shutout, and the surging Florida
Panthers beat the Columbus Blue Jackets 3-0 on Sunday.
Frank Vatrano and Gustav Forsling also scored, and MacKenzie Weegar
had two assists as the 26-9-4 Panthers won their sixth straight and
moved into sole possession of first place in the Central Division.
The 56 points are the most in Panthers history through a season’s first 39
games.
Driedger, who has earned wins in four of his last five appearances and
has a goals-against-average of under 1.00 his past three games, stopped
all 32 shots he faced for his second shutout of the season.
“You know what ... it wasn’t as much me as the team effort,” the
Panthers’ backup goaltender said. “We were incredible defensively. I
didn’t see a lot until the final push at the end there.”
[Popular in Sports] Heat’s Jimmy Butler appreciates new teammates’
defensive ‘gambles’ »
Driedger has allowed only six goals in his last five starts.
“Honestly, I think our team is playing fantastic,” he said. “It’s been a lot of
fun. The guys have been locking it down defensively.”
Joonas Korpisalo had 32 saves for Columbus, which lost its fifth game to
wrap up the six-game road trip.
“We’re 1-5. I don’t need to explain this,” Columbus coach John Tortorella
said. “Tonight we didn’t generate as much offense or have as much
offensive zone time [as Saturday], and that certainly won’t put pucks in
the back of the net.”
Vatrano’s unassisted goal — his 13th — came eight minutes into the
third period to put Florida ahead 2-0, and Forsling capped the scoring at
the 12:20 mark.

Am I a total party pooper if I also don’t love the baseball series-esque
schedule as much as I thought I was going to? Maybe it’s more about
how condensed everything is, maybe I’m just over living the same day at
this point in the pandemic, but things are blurring together a little too
much for my liking right now.

Playing in only their second game back from injury, Barkov and Patric
Hornqvist teamed up for Florida’s first goal at 1:52 of the second period.

Now, I’d be more receptive to this if the NHL just changed the divisions
and went back to the variety of opponents in the schedule, but look me in
the eye and tell me you want another season of North Division discourse.

It was the second assist in two nights for Hornqvist, who missed four
games prior to Saturday’s return.

That’s what I thought.

Barkov, who was out six games, noted that the team’s performance
remains consistent and being back with his linemates reinvigorates him.

Yousuf: You’re not a party pooper at all, that’s exactly how I feel. Though
it’s better for travel purposes and such, it feels so different, and not in a
good way. I’ll also add that this structure, while necessary due to COVID19 restrictions, is not great for the growth of hockey, either. McDavid has
not stepped foot in 75 percent of hockey arenas in the NHL. That’s bad
marketing. It’s fine out of necessity but should be restored to normalcy
when possible.

Hornqvist grabbed an attempted Columbus clear and fed Barkov at the
top of the right circle. The Panthers’ captain ripped a one-timer that
landed top shelf past Korpisalo for his 14th.

“It feels great. You can see it in our locker room and on the ice,” he said.
“Everyone enjoys (this success) and everyone is having fun.”
Neither team generated any sustained momentum during the relatively
even first and second periods that featured a 24-19 shot advantage for
Florida after 40 minutes.
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“We’re getting basic contributions across the board. Our back end has
been really solid,” Florida coach Joel Quenneville said. “The goaltending
has been very, very consistent. Everybody has been sharing some of the
responsibility of getting the job done.”
Columbus had numerous opportunities with possession through the
neutral zone, but Florida disrupted the Blue Jackets’ traffic around the net
and that proved decisive.
“It stings. We’re getting opportunities; we just have to put them in,”
Columbus forward Nick Foligno said. “Right now, we almost have to play
a perfect style of game. We’re 1-5 right now at a time when we need to
be 5-1.”
CLIMBING
Barkov passed Olli Jokinen for the second-most even-strength goals
(116) in franchise history. He trails only Jonathan Huberdeau (123) in
that category.
SCORING
Weegar leads all Florida defensemen in even-strength scoring with 22
points. Weegar and Hornqvist have a combined 35 assists.
ATTENDANCE
The game was witnessed by 4,069 fans, just slightly under the 25%
capacity at the BB&T Center.
UP NEXT
Panthers: At Carolina on Tuesday night.
Sun Sentinel LOADED: 04.05.2021
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Florida Panthers

The two teams were scoreless going into the second as both appeared to
be fine just playing a good, old fashioned road game after playing the
night before.
Neither team had a lot of scoring chances and, give the goalies credit,
both Chris Driedger and Joonas Korpisalo were just fine.
Florida finally got on the scoreboard at 1:52 of the second when Sasha
Barkov ripped a shot past Korpisalo after Alexandre Texier turned the
puck over in the defensive zone.
MacKenzie Weegar picked it off, got it to Patric Hornqvist who quickly
spotted Barkov and that was that.
The Panthers did not get on the board again until midway through the
third when Frank Vatrano got loose, drove in and zipped one through
with 12 minutes remaining.
With 8:40 left, defenseman Gus Forlsing all but ended it by scoring off a
pass from Barkov to make it 3-0 on Florida’s 34th shot of the night.
”Real good pass from Barky, he is such a good player and always has
his head up and finds a player,” Forlsing said. “I just had to walk in there
and shoot.”
Driedger has been challenged much worse in past games, but saw some
action here as Columbus did throw 32 shots his way.
”I don’t think it was as much me as it was a team effort tonight,” Driedger
said. “We were incredible defensively. The first two periods, we locked
things down and I really didn’t see anything until their final push.”
He turned them all aside, giving him his second shutout of the season
and third of his short career further boosting his stock as the trade
deadline approaches next week.
More on that another time.
For now, the Panthers are living in the moment.

The Panthers take top spot in NHL after beating Blue Jackets again

Published 8 hours ago on April 4, 2021By George Richards

Fans of the Florida Panthers were not heard leaving the BB&T Center
following Sunday’s win over the Blue Jackets chanting “We’re No. 1!”
And why would they have been?
How about, for the time being anyway, it’s true.
By beating Columbus 3-0 on Sunday, the Panthers won their sixth
consecutive game and not only took sole possession of first place in the
Central Division but in the entire NHL.
Heading into Monday, no NHL team outside of Broward County has 56
points.
Days like these don’t come around here too often.
Chant if you want to.
”I think the harder you work, the more fun you’re going to have,” Joel
Quenneville said after the game. “Playing the right way is the result of
working hard. The game is all about winning, and that’s the fun part.”
On Sunday, the Panthers had trouble shaking a Columbus team that
looked like it had plenty of fight left despite its place in the Central
Division standings.
The Jackets have now lost their past three and seven of eight with it
looking more and more like there will be big changes coming on and off
the ice in Columbus.

The Panthers polished off this short, four-game homestand by sweeping
Detroit and Columbus, two teams they have owned through the 2021
season.
Sunday’s win was Florida’s fifth in six meetings against Columbus and
the Panthers have at least a point in all six games.
Things are about to get a little tougher.
”Tough, tough trip,” Quenneville said.
Florida will take off on its longest road trip of the season on Monday,
playing two at Carolina starting Tuesday night.
The Panthers will then travel to Dallas and Tampa Bay before returning
home April 19 for the final two-game set against Columbus.
If they are still atop the NHL standings when they come home, we might
just have something here.
”It feels great, you can see it in our locker room how much fun everyone
is having doing this,” Barkov said.
“Coming to the rink, playing the games and giving everything we have is
why we’re having so much success. Everyone enjoys it, everyone is
having fun. … We play the right way and we enjoy playing the right way.”
GEORGE’S THREE STARS OF THE GAME
Chris Driedger, Florida
Sasha Barkov, Florida
Frank Vatrano, Florida
ON DECK: PANTHERS AT HURRICANES
When: Tuesday, 7
Where: PNC Arena; Raleigh, NC
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Season series: Carolina leads 3-1
TV/Radio: Florida Sports/560-AM
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Records (standings): Florida 25-9-4, 54 points (T-1st in Central);
Columbus 14-17-8, 36 points (T-6th)
All-time series: Columbus leads 24-11-3
Season series: Florida leads 4-0-1

Florida Panthers

Panthers can further damage Columbus’ fading playoff hopes Sunday

Last season: Columbus won two of three
Up next: Florida at Carolina, Tuesday, 7; Tampa Bay at Columbus,
Tuesday, 7
Previous game: Panthers 5, Blue Jackets 2

Published 18 hours ago on April 4, 2021By George Richards

Panthers this week — Sunday: Columbus at Florida, 5; Tuesday: Florida
at Carolina, 7; Thursday: Florida at Carolina, 7; Saturday: Florida at
Dallas, 2

The Panthers and Columbus Blue Jackets will go at it again on Sunday in
a game between two teams heading in different directions.

PROJECTED FLORIDA PANTHERS LINES

Florida has won five consecutive games, a fantastic response to the one
losing streak this team has had all season.

19 Mason Marchment — 16 Sasha Barkov — 23 Carter Verhaeghe

Columbus, after losing 5-2 here Saturday night, has lost its past two
games and six of the past seven.
Although the team played well in Tampa — and likely deserved better
than a 3-2 loss on Thursday — time is running out.
With 17 games remaining, the Jackets need every win they can get if
they want to stay in the playoff picture.
Losing Sunday to the Panthers may be the death knell for a Columbus
squad barely hanging on.
Especially with two games against Tampa Bay coming up next week in
central Ohio.
And, with the trade deadline coming next Monday at 3 p.m., unless
Columbus puts some wins together — starting now — GM Jarmo
Kekalainen may be forced into selling mode for the first time in years.
Look at where these two teams stand: Florida, by virtue of its five straight
wins, are tied with Tampa Bay atop the NHL standings as both have 54
points.
The Panthers, with 18 games left, are making the playoffs.
Columbus, on the other hand, fell to seventh in the Central Division
standings with Saturday’s loss.

FLORIDA FORWARDS

11 Jonathan Huberdeau — 21 Alex Wennberg — 70 Patric Hornqvist
77 Frank Vatrano — 55 Noel Acciari — 74 Owen Tippett
83 Juho Lammikko — 27 Eetu Luostarinen — 94 Ryan Lomberg
FLORIDA DEFENSEMEN
42 Gus Forsling — 52 MacKenzie Weegar
3 Keith Yandle — 7 Radko Gudas
65 Markus Nutivaara — 61 Riley Stillman
FLORIDA GOALIES
60 Chris Driedger
72 Sergei Bobrovsky
Scratches: F Brett Connolly, D Anton Stralman, D Matt Kiersted
Injured: F Anthony Duclair (shoulder); D Aaron Ekblad (left leg)
Taxi squad: D Kevin Connauton, F Aleksi Heponiemi, D Brady Keeper, G
Spencer Knight, G Philippe Desrosiers
Traded on Friday: F Vinnie Hinostroza (Chicago)
Florida power play (29/121 24% — 9th in NHL)

Although the Jackets have the same amount of points (36) as Dallas
does, the Stars have played four fewer games.

Florida penalty kill (91/113 80.5% — 12th in NHL)

That is eight points sitting on the windowsill for the Stars.

PP1: Sasha Barkov, Jonathan Huberdeau, Patric Hornqvist, Alex
Wennberg, Keith Yandle

Per MoneyPuck.com, the Jackets have just a 3.5 percent chance of
making the playoffs going into Sunday’s game; Dallas is at 43.6 percent.
Florida, meanwhile, is a near lock at 99.8 percent.
The Jackets are five points back of Nashville for the final playoff spot in
the Central and three back of fifth-place Chicago.
Although that fourth place position is still wide open, does Columbus feel
it has a team that can do anything even if it were to finish strong and
make it?
A loss to the Panthers on Sunday may answer that question for them.
Columbus Blue Jackets at Florida Panthers
When: Sunday, 5 p.m.
Where: BB&T Center, Sunrise
Tickets: AVAILABLE HERE
TV/Radio: Florida Sports/560-AM

PP2: Frank Vatrano, Noel Acciari, Mason Marchment, Carter Verhaeghe,
Gustav Forsling
PROJECTED COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS LINES
COLUMBUS FORWARDS
29 Patrik Laine — 16 Max Domi — 20 Riley Nash
28 Oliver Bjorkstrand — 42 Alexandre Texier — 13 Cam Atkinson
38 Boone Jenner — 96 Jack Roslovic — 71 Nick Foligno
19 Liam Foudy — 26 Zac Dalpe — 50 Eric Robinson
COLUMBUS DEFENSEMEN
8 Zach Werenski — 3 Seth Jones
44 Vladislav Gavrikov — 58 David Savard
43 Mikko Lehtonen — 46 Dean Kukan
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COLUMBUS GOALIES

Strong opening

70 Joonas Korpisalo

It was a good first period from the Wings, who gave up two goals in the
first 10 minutes Saturday. On Sunday, they limited the Lightning to one
shot on net during a penalty to Filip Hronek, and converted on a man
advantage when Filip Zadina drew a slashing call on Luke Schenn.
Hronek sent the puck to Adam Erne, who passed it to Larkin. Larkin’s
shot from the top of the left circle slipped beneath Christopher Gibson’s
right arm, at 19:47. That was Erne’s second point in consecutive games
against his former team.

90 Elvis Merzlikins
Columbus power play (13/88 14.8% — 26th in NHL)
Columbus penalty kill (66/87 75.9% — 25th in NHL)
PP1: Nick Foligno, Jack Roslovic, Cam Atkinson, Patrik Laine, Zach
Werenski
PP2: Boone Jenner, Riley Nash, Max Domi, Seth Jones, Oliver
Bjorkstrand
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Detroit Red Wings rout Lightning, 5-1, to end 17-game losing streak in
Tampa

HELENE ST. JAMES

The Detroit Red Wings came away with two points and a boost to their
confidence from weekend games against the defending Stanley Cup
champions.
They used a hardworking effort Sunday to bank a 5-1 victory, their first
regular-season victory against the Tampa Bay Lightning at Amalie Arena
since Feb. 17, 2011 — the Wings were 0-16-1 since. It’s the second win
in six contests this season for the Wings (13-22-5) against the Bolts.
“Having success against them certainly feels good,” coach Jeff Blashill
said. “They’re the defending champions. But at the end, for me, it’s about
playing the right away and how the process of it went and I thought our
process was pretty good.”
It was the Wings’ most productive performance since defeating the
Lightning, 6-4, on March 11. Dylan Larkin used a power play to make it 10 in the first period, and Valtteri Filppula, Michael Rasmussen and Marc
Staal scored less than three minutes apart in the second period.
"We played well from the start," Rasmussen said. "Everyone played well.
We clogged up the neutral zone pretty good and stuck to our system.

"That was a big kill, lot of blocked shots," Rasmussen said. "It was good
to get the lead."
Huge stop
Greiss came up with a huge save near the midpoint of the second period.
The Lightning were on an odd man rush with only defenseman Troy
Stecher able to take out a player. Stamkos got the puck on a give-and-go
and fired a slap shot from the left flank. Greiss used the top of his stick to
deny the scoring chance. "There was a little luck here and there,” Greiss
said. “It hits the shaft and goes out and then we go down the other way
and it goes in. If it had been 1-1, it’s a totally different game.”
This weekend was as good as Greiss has played after he posted a 3.63
goals-against average and .883 save percentage in 15 games in
February and March. "He was really sharp," Blashill said. "He did a great
job fighting through traffic. From start to finish, it was maybe his best
game in a long time, maybe one of the best of the year."
Lineup changes
Robby Fabbri was unavailable because of an undisclosed injury, thinning
a lineup up front that already was without Bobby Ryan and Sam Gagner.
The Wings went with an 11 forward, seven defenseman formation, giving
more minutes to Larkin, Mantha and Zadina. Defenseman Christian
Djoos re-entered the lineup and earned his seventh assist when he set
up Rasmussen's goal. Forward Evgeny Svechnikov was left on the taxi
squad.
Detroit Free Press LOADED: 04.05.2021
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What Detroit Red Wings GM Steve Yzerman's past says about his NHL
trade deadline plans

"We can play with whoever as long as we are playing our game, as long
as everyone is working hard. It was a good win."

HELENE ST. JAMES

Thomas Greiss’ bid for a shutout ended early in the third period, when
Victor Hedman took a backhand pass from Steve Stamkos and scored
from the high slot.

During his second trade deadline as a general manager, Steve Yzerman
engineered a transaction that netted his team a franchise goaltender.

Darren Helm — who also scored in that February 2011 game — restored
the cushy lead after the Bolts gambled and pulled their goaltender with
more than six minutes left in regulation. The Lightning used an empty net
and two straight penalties against Danny DeKeyser to play 6-on-4 in the
final five minutes.

That was in 2012, when Yzerman was in his second year in charge of the
Tampa Bay Lightning. The Lightning had superstars in Steven Stamkos
and Victor Hedman when Yzerman took over in May 2010, but needed
more assets to become a Stanley Cup contender. That’s what Yzerman
set out to accomplish, playing the role both of seller and buyer.

Anthony Mantha, Vladislav Namestnikov and Luke Glendening each
picked up two assists.

Now in his second year in charge of the Detroit Red Wings, Yzerman’s
role as a seller gives him an opportunity to boost the rebuild.

The Wings lost 2-1 Saturday at Tampa, but on the whole played well
against one of the best teams in the NHL.

The Wings, who are on pace to miss the playoffs for a fifth straight year,
have multiple players who will draw interest as the April 12 trade deadline
nears.

"I thought we were pretty good defensively, and that’s what we have to
be to give ourselves a chance," Blashill said. "We created enough
chances to score goals and we did. I was happy with our game —
between the second game in Florida and these two games, I was happy
with our game."

Jonathan Bernier should appeal to teams worried about depth in goal.
Luke Glendening has drawn offers at this time of year for years because
he’s an exemplary defensive forward who is excellent on faceoffs and
provides leadership.

CAROLINA HURRICANES
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Yzerman as good as told Bobby Ryan when he was signed in October
that odds were he would flip Ryan for draft picks. He’s a natural scorer
and his $1 million salary holds extra appeal with the pandemic having
savaged revenue for the past year. Teams eyeing a long playoff run
always want to shore up defensively, and that’s where veteran Marc
Staal fits, though the Wings likely would have to retain some of his $5.7
million salary cap hit.

round picks in 2020 and 2021. The deal also sent Gagner to Detroit; he
was a pending unrestricted free agent but fit well as an inexpensive stopgap piece in the rebuild and was re-signed.

Trading Bernier or Glendening would be bold because moving Bernier
would rob the Wings of their best goaltender, and Glendening, an
alternate captain, is a huge part of the fabric of the locker room.

Yzerman is poised to make a bigger splash this trade deadline, given he
has more assets that will appeal to contenders with an eye for fiscal
responsibility. One thing is certain: He won’t hesitate to make a deal to
boost the future of the Wings.

But Yzerman’s history shows a determination to build a contender.
In 2012, Yzerman was part of a three-way deal with the Wings and
Colorado Avalanche that involved the Lightning sending fan favorite
Steve Downie to the Avalanche and gaining a first-round pick from
Wings. That pick was used on Andrei Vasilevskiy, who in 2020
backstopped the Lightning to the Stanley Cup championship. (The Wings
got Kyle Quincey to pad a defense corps decimated by injuries, but
considering the Wings were ousted in the first round in 2012 and Quincey
never made an impact, this trade was enormously lopsided in Tampa’s
favor.)
Of course, the Bolts didn’t know what they had in Vasilevskiy yet at that
time. That’s why at the 2013 deadline, Yzerman acquired goaltender Ben
Bishop from the Ottawa Senators, giving up Cory Conacher and a 2013
fourth-round pick.
Bishop emerged as the No. 1 goalie the next season. When it became
clear Vasilevskiy was ready for the job, Yzerman traded Bishop in a
package deal at the 2017 deadline that yielded defenseman Erik Cernak,
who, at 23, is now in his third season with the Lightning.
Yzerman was busy again at the 2014 deadline. Star winger Martin St.
Louis had gone public about wanting a trade. Yzerman complied,
sending St. Louis to the New York Rangers for forward Ryan Callahan,
first-round picks in 2014 and 2015, and a seventh-round pick in 2015.
Callahan became a fan favorite, and the move also ultimately netted
Anthony Cirelli in the 2015 draft, after Yzerman flipped one of the picks.
Yzerman and the Rangers did business again in 2018. The Bolts were
still trying to establish themselves as contenders, having failed to qualify
for the playoffs in 2017. Yzerman was bold: He gave up his 2018 firstround pick, a 2019 first-round pick, and forwards Vladislav Namestnikov
and Brett Howden — both former first-round picks drafted by Yzerman.
That package went to the Rangers in return for defenseman Ryan
McDonagh and forward J.T. Miller. The price was worth it, as McDonagh
became a cornerstone of the Bolts’ defense.
Vasilevskiy, McDonagh, Cirelli and Cernak were key parts of the 2020
championship.
Yzerman was in a different position in Tampa; even though the Bolts
missed the playoffs three times during his tenure, they weren’t in a
rebuild like the Wings are. He had different assets; the Wings don’t have
a St. Louis-type player. The pending unrestricted free agents — Bernier,
Glendening, Ryan, Staal, Sam Gagner, Patrik Nemeth, Jon Merrill — are
all rental-type players; teams aren’t going to overpay for them.
While Yzerman may not consider anyone on the roster untouchable,
there are guys it doesn’t make sense to trade. Dylan Larkin, Tyler
Bertuzzi and Filip Hronek are key parts of the rebuild, and no offer is
going to be better than what the Wings already have in them.
Anthony Mantha is on the bubble of that group. He has the tools to be a
power forward but that was nowhere to be seen through a lethargic firsthalf performance. It would, however, be hard to get fair value for him.
At last year’s trade deadline, Yzerman made two trades, both with his
former mentor, Ken Holland, who was named GM of the Edmonton Oilers
three weeks after Yzerman took the job in Detroit on Good Friday, 2019.
Yzerman gave up Andreas Athanasiou, a one-time 30-goal scorer, and
Ryan Kuffner (a college free-agent signing) primarily to receive second-

In the other deal, Yzerman gave up veteran defenseman Mike Green in
exchange for a 2020 conditional fourth-round pick (that wasn’t much of a
return, but Green had battled injuries and retired after the season).
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Former Red Wing Mrazek has shutout in return from injury

NOLAN BIANCHI

Raleigh — More than two months later, Petr Mrazek still has his edge.
Mrazek made 28 saves in his first game back after a lengthy absence as
the Carolina Hurricanes beat the Dallas Stars 1-0 on Sunday night.
“It felt good to be back,” Mrazek said. “It has been a long journey.”
We're offering a great deal on all-access subscriptions. Check it out here.
Mrazek, who notched his third shutout of the season, played for the first
time since suffering a thumb injury Jan. 30 against Dallas.
Stars coach Rick Bowness didn’t return to the bench for the third period
because of what the team announced was a COVID protocol.
Jordan Martinook’s second-period goal was enough scoring for the
Hurricanes.
Dallas goalie Jake Oettinger made 37 saves just a night after a 41-save
outing in a victory against Carolina.
Mrazek was tied with two other goalies for the league lead with two
shutouts when he was injured in late January. He had surgery on his
right thumb as a result of an injury while playing the Stars.
Now, he’s one of only six NHL goalies dating back to 1943-44 to have
shutouts in his first three wins of a season.
“He’s a gamer,” Martinook said. “It was good to see him back in there.
The results speak for themselves. He played phenomenal. Big saves
when we needed them.”
Mrazek joined former standout Arturs Irbe as the only goalies in franchise
history with at least three shutouts in three consecutive seasons.
Mrazek returned to form in his first game back, though he made a
conditioning outing with the AHL’s Chicago Wolves in preparation for
being back in the NHL.
“I think the first period I was looking for myself a little bit there,” Mrazek
said. “I was all over the place. … I think in the second period, I
established myself.”
The Hurricanes had good goalie work for stretches with Mrazek out of the
lineup. Alex Nedeljkovic, who played Saturday night, was scratched for
Sunday’s game. That meant James Reimer, who has a 14-4-1 record this
season, was the backup for both weekend games.
Mrazek stopped 12 shots in the third period.
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“He didn’t have a lot of work for two (periods),” Carolina coach Rod
Brind’Amour said. “When we needed him to make some saves there in
the last five minutes, he made three or four really just spectacular.”

Even in Saturday's 2-1 loss, the Wings played sound hockey most of the
way and, arguably, carried the play for five of the six periods in the two
games in Tampa.

Bowness wasn’t around to witness his team’s best period because of a
positive COVID test.

Sunday, after taking the lead early, the Wings stuck to the game plan and
frustrated the Lightning's many offensive weapons.

“We did communicate with the league and they agreed with us: Let’s get
him out of the game,” Dallas general manager Jim Nill said of continuing
the game without Bowness. “Because of his situation of being
vaccinated, and we’d usually regularly get these tests sometime early
tomorrow morning. But because this one came back quicker, we
consulted with the league and everybody decided this was the right
situation.”

"We were real smart. It was a good veteran game," Greiss said. "We
have a lot of young players, but we played smart the whole game."

The Stars had won consecutive games for the first time since the
opening four games of the season.
Detroit News LOADED: 04.05.2021
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'He was sharp': Thomas Greiss' key save at crucial moment sparks Red
Wings

TED KULFAN

One save can make a difference in a game, and that was the case in
Sunday's 5-1 Red Wings' victory over the Lightning.
The Wings were leading 1-0 midway in the second period when
goaltender Thomas Greiss turned aside Tampa star Steven Stamkos on
a three-on-one Lightning rush.
Several minutes later, Valtteri Filppula scored and began a three-goal
flurry for the Wings, salting away the victory.
But if Stamkos had scored there? Who knows what would have
happened.
We're offering a great deal on all-access subscriptions. Check it out here.
"Huge," coach Jeff Blashill said of Greiss' save in that situation. "Instead
(of 1-1) we're able to build a 4-0 lead and that's the difference in winning
and losing. Lots of time you need big saves at big moments and you
need the goalie to stop the ones he is supposed to stop, and he did.
"We didn't give them a lot of chances, but that's a huge moment."

Defensive demons
For the Wings to win they usually need a total team effort defensively.
The Wings aren't built, right now, to win a high-scoring game. Playing
against a team like Tampa, with its roster of goal-scorers, the Wings
have to keep it simple, slow the Lightning down, and win a low-scoring
affair.
They almost did it Saturday but certainly did it Sunday, almost to
perfection.
"We did as good a job through the neutral zone as we've done all
season," Blashill said. "Coming up through the neutral zone, especially in
the second period, we sat back in the third and they came at us too
much, but we didn't give them much space and we created turnovers.
"In our own zone, we were pretty good. They are real active with a
number of their players, but we did a good job of manning up
(defensively). We have to be a good defensive team, that's how you win
in this league."
play
Wings' Michael Rasmussen on goal, five hits, plus-2 vs. Tampa: 'I feel
healthy, I feel strong'
Ted Kulfan talks to Red Wings 6-foot-6 forward Michael Rasmussen
about playing on a line with 6-foot-2 Givani Smith.
THE DETROIT NEWS
Sprint to finish line
Blashill was talking late last week about the uniqueness of this season
and how teams are only playing against opponents within their divisions.
The schedule is making for tight races, particularly in the Wings' Central
Division, with four teams essentially battling for the fourth and final
playoff spot.
Blashill feels the experience of playing those teams these final weeks will
benefit the Wings.

In what has been a frustrating season largely for Greiss, Sunday's 27save victory was a highlight — if not the highlight thus far of the season
for the veteran.

"Looking at the league is a difficult thing because, with the divisions,
nobody plays each other, so we're really living in our own division,"
Blashill said. "I just know that we're battling every day to get better as a
group. We're battling to improve and take steps forward.

"He was definitely real sharp," Blashill said. "One thing Tampa does is
they have a ton of traffic and make it hard around the cage, and shoot a
ton of pucks. He did a great job of fighting through traffic and finding the
puck and didn't create a whole lot of extra havoc.

"We want to show we're a better team than our current record. There's a
competitiveness in that, for sure. There's a pride factor in that. We're
going to play a lot of teams that are battling for lots of points, and it
should make for competitive hockey down the stretch."

"From start to finish, it was maybe his best game in a long time, one of
the best of the year."

Ice chips

Sunday's victory was only Greiss' third of the season (3-15-5). But Greiss
came into the game with the Wings averaging 1.5 goals per game in his
starts, forcing Greiss to be almost perfect to have a chance for a win.
"It's always nice to have some goals," said Greiss, who had five to work
with Sunday. "We played well and it's nice to have a little luck here and
there, and some bounces."
Greiss was referring to the save on Stamkos with the luck and bounce,
as the Wings went down and scored after the save to extend their lead.

Forward Robby Fabbri was not in the lineup Sunday with an undisclosed
injury.
Blashill said he'd know more about Fabbri's condition Tuesday and
wouldn't speculate as to how long Fabbri might be out.
With Fabbri unavailable, Blashill went back to the 11 forwards-seven
defensemen lineup and brought back defenseman Christian Djoos, who
had an assist in 9:30 of ice time.

CAROLINA HURRICANES
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… Goaltender Jonathan Bernier (lower body) and forwards Bobby Ryan
(upper body) and Sam Gagner (lower body) all remained out of the
lineup. That's four games now for both forwards and nine for Bernier.

"We can play with whoever as long as we play our game and everyone is
on the same page and working hard. We have a good group of guys and
a lot of great players, and it showed. It was a big win."

… Sunday's goals ended an 11-game drought for Dylan Larkin and was
the first since Feb. 19 for Filppula, who only re-entered the lineup
Saturday after being a healthy scratch since Feb. 28.

Gibson was making his first NHL start since March 30, 2018, when he
was with the Islanders.
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And, ironically, in Gibson’s last NHL appearance in 2019, Gibson relieved
Greiss when both were with the Islanders.
Greiss, who finally got some goals to work with (coming in, Greiss had
gotten an average of 1.5 per game), made a huge save early in the
second period on Steven Stamkos to preserve a 1-0 Wings lead.

'Feels good': Red Wings use second-period flurry to end long losing
streak in Tampa

Tampa (26-10-2) skated on a three-on-one rush, Stamkos got the puck
on the dot, and fired a shot that rolled up Greiss’ stick and into the
stands, summing up the afternoon for both teams.

TED KULFAN

"Hits the shaft and goes out and goes the other way and we score a
goal," Greiss said. "(If it's) 1-1, a totally different game.

It took a while, 10 years actually, but the Red Wings did it.

"We played a real good game. We didn't give them much, played tight
through the neutral zone and a hard checking game. A lot of blocks.
Defense was unreal, and our penalty kill blocked shots. The commitment
and battle (was real good)."

They actually won a regular-season game Sunday in Tampa, ending a
17-game losing streak dating back to Feb. 17, 2011, defeating the
Lightning, 5-1.
That might not be the most shocking aspect of all.
Not the victory itself, but how dominant the Wings (13-22-5) were in
winning this one.
BOX SCORE: Red Wings 5, Lightning 1
Goaltender Thomas Greiss was superb, making 27 saves and a good
portion of them with the game still tight in the first 30 minutes, and the
Wings broke it open with three goals on four shots in just under three
minutes late in the second period.
So much for the long, long losing ways in Tampa.
"It's huge," Greiss said of the victory. "They won the Stanley Cup last
year and that's one of the best teams in the league. It's always special to
beat those kind of guys."
Now, the Wings have won games in the playoffs at Amalie Arena during
that stretch, and obviously, it's been different sets of rosters. When you
only go into a certain arena once or twice per season, these things have
a tendency of being prolonged.

Victor Hedman scored in the third period to keep the Lightning from being
shut out.
The Red Wings have held their own against the defending Stanley Cup
champion Lightning this season. The Wings are 2-3-1 in six games, with
a victory and overtime loss against Tampa at Little Caesars Arena.
"We we pretty good defensively (Sunday) and that's what we have to be
to give ourselves a chance, especially against this group (Tampa),"
Blashill said.
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Red Wings play Lightning tough, but futility streak in Tampa extended

Updated Apr 03, 3:33 PM; Posted Apr 03, 3:33 PM
By Ansar Khan

There are a lot of variables involved.
"If you guys didn't tell us, we'd have no idea to be dead honest with you,"
coach Jeff Blashill said of the 10-year streak of losses in Tampa. "But we
haven't beat these guys much, so having success against them certainly
feels good.
"Especially the fact they're as good a team as they are, the defending
Stanley Cup champions, but in the end, for me, it's about playing the right
way and how the process of it went. Our process was pretty good."
We're offering a great deal on all-access subscriptions. Check it out here.
Valtteri Filppula (third goal, 16:05), Michael Rasmussen (second goal,
16:34) and Marc Staal (third goal, 18:58) pummeled third-string Lightning
goalie Christopher Gibson, turning a 1-0 Wings lead quickly to 4-0.
Dylan Larkin opened the scoring on the power play in the first period, his
seventh goal, and Darren Helm had an empty-net goal (Helm’s second
goal) to clinch it.
"Everyone just played really well," said Rasmussen, a young center who
was quite noticeable in both games over the weekend against Tampa.
"We clogged up the neutral zone real good and stuck to our system. We
played pretty good.

Adam Erne continued in his role an unlikely go-to guy for offense
Saturday, but the Detroit Red Wings could not end their decade-long
drought in Tampa Bay.
Andrei Vasilevskiy made 25 saves and the Lightning made two early
goals stand up in a 2-1 victory at Amalie Arena.
The Red Wings (12-22-5) settled down after a bad start but didn’t have
enough offense to complete the comeback. The Lightning (26-9-2) lead
the NHL with 54 points.
Vasilevskiy (23-5-1) improved to 12-0-0 lifetime against Detroit, which
has lost 17 in a row in Tampa during the regular season dating back to
Feb. 17, 2011, including the past 16 in regulation. Overall, the Lightning
have won 20 of the past 22 meetings between the clubs.
They will meet again Sunday at noon (NBC).
Erne scored his career-high eighth goal at 4:00 of the third period to cut
the Lightning lead to 2-1. He displayed good hands around the net, going
backhand to forehand from in tight.
The Red Wings pushed in the third period but fell short.
Thomas Greiss made 27 saves in a solid performance but fell to 2-15-5.
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The Lightning jumped out to a 2-0 lead less than eight minutes into the
game.
Ross Colton cleaned up in front of the net at 4:07, swatting in a loose
puck during a scramble.
Brayden Point scored his 16th goal at 7:26. He drove to the net and
converted a pass from Victor Hedman. Anthony Mantha was caught
watching the puck, allowing Point easy access to a prime scoring area.
Svechnikov clears: Forward Evgeny Svechnikov cleared waivers
Saturday and was assigned to the taxi squad. It is the second time this
season the club’s top pick in 2015 has cleared. After playing 10 NHL
games this season, Svechnikov needed to be waived again before being
assigned to the taxi squad or AHL Grand Rapids.
Valtteri Filppula, a healthy scratch the past 14 games, replaced
Svechnikov in the lineup, his first game since Feb. 28. Bobby Ryan and
Sam Gagner remain out with injuries.
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Red Wings score three in second, end losing skid in Tampa

By Erik Erlendsson Associated Press Apr 4, 2021 Updated 8 hrs ago

TAMPA, Fla. — Thomas Greiss made 27 stops to lead the Detroit Red
Wings to a 5-1 victory over Tampa Bay on Sunday for their first road win
against the Lightning in nearly six years.
Mark Staal, Valterri Filppula, Michael Rasmussen, Darren Helm and
Dylan Larkin all scored for the Red Wings, who snapped a three-game
winless streak. Luke Glendening and Anthony Mantha each finished with
two assists for Detroit, which had lost 17 consecutive games in Tampa
until Sunday.
Victor Hedman scored his seventh goal for the Lightning. Christopher
Gibson stopped 12 shots in the loss, his undoing coming when he
allowed three goals in a span of 2:53 in the second period.
Filppula opened that spurt with a goal at 16:05, Rasmussen scored 29
seconds later off a miss that caromed off the boards and Staal closed the
flurry with a shot through traffic to make it 4-0.
Larkin had a power-play goal late in the first and Helm added an emptynetter for Detroit.
Hedman, appearing in his 800th career game, broke the shutout 4:12 into
the third period. It was Tampa Bay’s first home-ice loss to Detroit since
falling 4-0 on April 25, 2015. The five goals were the most allowed by
Tampa Bay in a home game against Detroit since Feb. 17, 2011.
The Lightning fell to 0-9-1 this season when allowing more than four
goals. They’re 26-1-1 when allowing four goals or less.
FABBRI ADDED TO THE LIST
Detroit was without F Robby Fabbri, who was scratched with an
undisclosed injury. Fabbri, tied for the team lead with 10 goals, played
16:07 on Saturday. The Red Wings were already without forwards Bobby
Ryan (upper body) and Sam Gagner (lower body), who have both been
out since March 30 and Tyler Bertuzzi, who has missed 30 games with
an upper body injury.
UP NEXT
Red Wings: Host Nashville Predators on Tuesday.
Lightning: At Columbus Blue Jackets on Tuesday.
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs' North Division lead widening as trade
deadline looms

Luke Fox
April 5, 2021, 1:59 AM

Like masked pedestrians approaching each other on a sidewalk, the gap
just keeps widening.
One week ahead of the NHL’s trade deadline, the Toronto Maple Leafs
and the Calgary Flames are speeding in opposite directions. To the point
where the former can dress their third- and fourth-string goalies, generate
a big bag of nothing through two periods of fun-sucking Darryl Sutter
hockey, muddle 15 minutes without a shot on net, and still pull out a
decisive 4-2 victory.
With their playoff chances shrivelling to 1.2 per cent and no Hamburglar
in site, the underwhelming Flames are playing for pride and milestones
and, perhaps, their own trade value.
To that end, Sutter’s bunch did a fine job of making the division leaders
look something less than ascendent on Easter Sunday. Although Morgan
Rielly scored on the game’s first shot, Joakim Nordstrom responded for
the home side in short order, laying a skilled blade on a Mark Giordano
point shot that gave the captain his 500th point of his career.
Giordano revealed that he’d promised his son he’d get on the board.
“I’ve got my little guy, Jack, at home, and it’s his birthday,” said Giordano,
looking into a TV camera at intermission. “That’s for you, buddy.”
Andrew Mangiapane gave Calgary a 2-1 lead with 40 seconds left in the
first frame, ripping a high shot that probably should’ve been snuffed by
one of the four Toronto bodies between him and the net.
Mangiapane’s go-ahead marker was part of Calgary’s mid-game push
that featured 14 consecutive shots and the Maple Leafs’ anemic power
play failing to score on its 28th straight attempt.
But Alex Galchenyuk driving the crease and cashing in a John Tavares
pass late in Period 2 gave the Maple Leafs life and Galchenyuk his first
goal for his seventh NHL organization.
“Sooner or later, it’s gonna go in,” Galchenyuk had said Friday, but it was
unclear if he was promising the Leaf Nation he’s slowly winning over or
himself. “It’s something I definitely try to focus on — getting my first one
as a Leaf.”
“A big goal by Alex. Got us back in the game,” Joe Thornton said. “It’s
huge for his confidence. He’s a young player still.”
Home of the Leafs
Stream 38 Toronto Maple Leafs games this season with Sportsnet NOW.
Plus, SN NOW+ subscriptions now include access to NHL LIVE!
CHOOSE PLAN
So what if Calgary had reined in the explosive Leafs to just four highdanger chances at that point? Tie game.
“We obviously were not very good at all through 40 minutes, but we were
in a game,” Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe said. “We gave ourselves an
opportunity to win a hockey game.”
“No one was happy,” Galchenyuk said of the second-intermission mood.
“We knew we got better and definitely had to come out and with more
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intensity, more compete level. And we did that, and the game kinda
shifted over to our advantage.”
The Maple Leafs’ game-winner was a rebound own-goal that clicked off
Flames defenceman Noah Hanifin’s skate blade only after netminder
David Rittich stopped shots off the rush by both William Nylander and
John Tavares.
The type of head-hanger that crams Calgary’s dismal season into a
nutshell.
Auston Matthews provided the insurance — after stripping Matthew
Tkachuk of a puck in his own zone — and became the first NHLer to hit
the 25-goal plateau.
31 Thoughts: The Podcast
Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.
The Flames offered little pushback, and Michael Hutchinson stood tall
when it mattered, backstopping the Leafs to the league’s best road
record (13-4-1).
With 53 points, Toronto now holds a six-point lead atop the North over
both Edmonton and Winnipeg — and an 18-point lead over Calgary.
So, on a day when prime New Jersey trade bait Kyle Palmieri is healthyscratched to make sure the merchandise is fresh, Leafs fans wonder if
Palmieri might waive the contending Leafs off his no-trade list, and
Flames fans wonder what they might salvage from their own expendable
forwards.
Are big trades ahead for Calgary Flames?
While it’s no secret Leafs GM Kyle Dubas is trying to add a forward
capable of slotting alongside Tavares and Nylander, Galchenyuk says
the chemistry with his linemates is growing by the day.
“You’re around the group, playing in our system, the type of team and the
type of players we have, you’re only going to get more comfortable,”
Tavares said. “At this time of year, things get tighter and tighter. It gets
much harder to get open ice and time and space. I think that’s where his
work ethic and determination will continue to come through.”
Galchenyuk perks up when describing the upbeat vibe that comes with
contributing to a 25-10-3 squad.
“Obviously, it's a confident group, and everybody has a lot of fun. It’s a
loose group. But when it comes to game time, it's all business. So, that's
what you want,” Galchenyuk said. “Everybody has a lot of fun, but
nothing's more fun than winning.”
You don’t have to tell Hutchinson that.
Flashback to the 2020 trade deadline: Hutchinson commissioned a
custom Felix Potvin throwback Leafs mask to represent his team, only to
get dealt to Colorado before he could break it in.
Back for his second go with Toronto, Hutchinson has been practising in
the Potvin. And if he keeps performing like he did Sunday, maybe the
mask will even see game action.

Their power play is in shambles. They’re not certain who will start in goal
(Jack Campbell skated Sunday and is hopeful). And yet, they feel pretty
good about their chances of winning a hockey game.
“We’ve got 100 per cent confidence in whatever goalie is playing on
whichever night,” Matthews said.
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Sportsnet.ca / What it's like to be traded in the NHL and why adjusting
can be tough

Justin Bourne
April 4, 2021, 12:33 PM

While I can’t claim to know the unique complications that come with
getting dealt in the NHL, I’m not unfamiliar with joining new teams at the
pro level. I got traded once in the minors (ironically because of moves the
Toronto Maple Leafs were making), I’ve been called up and sent down,
and I spent enough time on the Toronto Marlies' coaching staff to see
dozens of players come and go. Hell, my dad got traded in the NHL when
I was a boy. The point is: I think I’ve seen enough to tease out some
pretty universal truths about getting dealt. Hint: it mostly sucks. As we
move toward that time of year, I thought it’d be fun to take a look at those
shared experiences to better appreciate what these players who are
about to be dealt will be going through.
The room is not your own, the logo is not your own
The best comparison I’ve heard for being a freshly traded player is that
it’s like being at someone else’s house, even when they tell you you’ve
got full run of the place. You don’t wear your shoes in the house, you
don’t put your feet up and you just generally try to err on the side of being
polite and cautious. That’s what it’s like in a new dressing room because
every team has their own little rituals and customs, and you don’t want to
start on anyone’s bad side. Comfortable as you may be, it’s not the same
as it being yours.
The whole vibe with a new team is one of imposter syndrome, of playing
dress-up. When you’re embedded with a franchise for any real measure
of time, even just from the start of one summer into the season, it’s easy
to feel like you’re one of the people who make up the “team.” The logo
represents you. You’ve heard the orientation talks, done the pre-season
testing and heard all the rules laid out. You’ve seen others come and go.
The team logo becomes part of who you are as a hockey player.
When you’re traded to a new team, putting on the jersey feels fake, like
it’s fantasy camp for a day or something. I always felt out of place, and
uninvested in the colours. It usually takes some dramatic events (brawls,
comebacks, even bag-skates), often those involving adversity, to start
feeling like the crest on your chest represents you.
The only place things feel normal is on the ice

“We regrouped in the third and got a win — that’s on the back of solid
goaltending. Our guys have done a really good job, all three goalies this
year, of giving us opportunities to win games. It’s a big part of why we are
where we are.”

The good news is that hockey remains just hockey, no matter whose
sweater you’re in. I’ll never forget the feeling of constant strangeness
being somewhere in a new city with a new team, contrasted directly with
how it felt to step into those familiar confines of an ice rink. In North
America, it’s almost always a 200-by-85-foot rink, with the lines painted in
the same spots, and you’re almost always lining up in the same position,
with the same goals. It feels like one of the few things you can control
where you trust what the outcomes of your actions will be.

Where the Maple Leafs wake up Monday, readying to face the Flames
for the second half of this Easter back-to-back, is the same comfortable
yet uncertain place they’ve awoken for a couple weeks.

What gets lost is that some players require more mental preparation than
others to be their best, while some play a more reactionary game. Those
who are more reactionary are less likely to struggle than those who really

“He’s obviously performed better, but I think we’re a better team. I think
we can’t not address that. I think at times when Hutch was struggling last
season, our team didn’t play well in front of him,” Keefe said.
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have to be in a good headspace to bring their best every day. Because
away from the rink, there’s no time to think about hockey for a while.
It’s…

been moved may be worth a pat on the back for your physical play, or a
seat on the bench for running out of position. Those things are rarely
made explicit, but have to be learned through trial and error.

A) How does this affect my family and how do I put them in the best
position?

The whole thing is trial and error, and the only conclusion I remember
being left with after doing it a few times is to just be yourself on and off
the rink and let everything else sort it itself out from there. There’s
probably some sort of Pinterest/Etsy life lesson quote to be taken from
that in there somewhere.

B) Where am I going to live? What do I need to live there comfortably?
C) How do I get around this new city?
D) How do I get my stuff here? Or, am I even going to be here long?
You likely know how moving is. It’s always hard, but it’s harder when it’s
just for a few months, but also for an undetermined amount of time. You
want to get comfortable, because you want to play well, and again, it’s
going to be for months. But how comfortable and permanent should you
make your home, given both cost time and money?
At least on the ice, there’s none of that to consider.
You don’t want to be perceived as trying too hard (kind of like high
school), but if you don’t put yourself out there at all, you’ll go the rest of
the season without getting to know certain guys on your team. Think
about it: there are probably 25 players or so to get to know on a given
team, not to mention all the staff. If you’re new, that’s a lot of
relationships to form, and they’re all important.
The hardest part is probably the second week, where everyone is done
trying to help you, people have said their "Hellos," and you’re left to find
yourself and your people. Certain players go for lunch every day, certain
players have shared interests, and so the early going is figuring out
which people you’re most drawn to, and vice versa.
I think some people will read this and probably laugh, "It’s pro hockey,
the guys in the NHL are all millionaires, and being in with the cool kids
doesn’t matter." But like most workplaces, being accepted into what the
team is trying to do is a big part of carving out a role for yourself and, in
turn, finding success. The best players in the world make a ton of money
and rarely change teams. Those closer to the middle and bottom are
more likely to be dealt with, so those relationships (and fitting in or not
fitting in) can make or break a career.
Knowing that, or at least somewhat sensing it, being dropped into a new
dressing room can feel daunting.
There is nothing more jarring than getting on the ice and hearing
something you’ve called one thing — “the St. Louey,” maybe – called like
“The Minnesota swing” or something. It turns out we’ve all been doing the
same drills in hockey all over North America, but they’ve taken on
different, more regional names.
That sort of thing in practice is all fine and harmless, but it’s a problem
when referring to certain actions a coach may want a player to take on
the ice. Flush, attack, drive, steer, chase, pursue, lead, angle, direct,
push … any of these things can refer to the same action on the
forecheck. But the problem is that they might mean something slightly
different to different coaches, so figuring out a coach's dialect is
important. (I can’t imagine trying to do it if you quite literally don’t speak
the same language as the coach.)
Then there’s figuring out how your team wants to play, which is a
reasonably achievable goal. If you’re a winger in the D-zone, one coach
may be furious if you’re above the hashmarks defending, the other mad if
you’re below them. So, you have to do a bit more thinking on the ice as a
new guy, rather than just anticipating the play and reacting in a second.
It’s a legit hindrance to gaining crucial inches all over the rink for a while.
But it’s the things the coaches won’t tell you they like, but are just in their
personalities that you really have to get to know to shape your
behaviours (given coaches wield the all-mighty hammer that is ice time).
Exchanging gloved punches in a post-whistle scrum might show one
coach you’re engaged, another might think you’re unfocused. Shooting
from distance might be “atta boy, get pucks on net” to one guy, and all
but a turnover to another. A finished forecheck after the puck has already

All in all, getting traded is just a major disruption, which isn’t always a bad
thing. But it’s certainly a challenging thing, and there’s a very human
element there we don’t always consider when hoping a new player is the
perfect fit for our favourite team.
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Sportsnet.ca / Rudderless Flames continue slide with confidence at
record lows

Eric Francis
April 5, 2021, 1:33 AM

CALGARY – Minutes after hitting the type of milestone too far-fetched for
Mark Giordano to have ever dreamed about while playing in Russia 13
years earlier, the Calgary Flames captain took to the airwaves to
dedicate the moment.
After joining a short list of just four other undrafted defencemen to hit the
500-point mark, Giordano told Sportsnet host Ryan Leslie his first-period
assist fulfilled a promise to his biggest fan.
“I’ve got my little guy, Jack, at home and it’s his birthday today and I told
him I’d get it for him,” said Giordano during the intermission interview,
looking into the camera as if talking to the proud eight-year-old.
“That’s for you, buddy.”
Commemorative puck firmly in his possession at night’s end courtesy of
noted puck collector Rasmus Andersson, Giordano explained that as he
walked out the door to drive to the rink his son asked for something
special.
“It’s special because it will give Jack something to remember for sure, on
his birthday,” said Giordano, who joins Borje Salming, Steve Duchesne,
Dan Boyle and Brian Rafalski in the undrafted 500 Club with a point blast
deflected in by Joakim Nordstrom.
“We’ll look back in the future at that one, (but) it doesn’t feel good after a
loss and the spot we’re in, that’s for sure.”
It is there where the feel-good stories in Calgary ended Sunday.
Someone forgot to tell the Flames you’re supposed to search for eggs on
Easter Sunday, not lay them.
That’s what the Flames did in the third period of a game they led the
Toronto Maple Leafs midway through before allowing three straight goals
in a 4-2 loss – their seventh in the last eight games.
They pulled the same stunt two nights earlier in Edmonton where they
also turned a 2-2 tie into a third-period loss.
Rinse and repeat for a rudderless Flames club that sits closer to last
place in the division (five points ahead of Ottawa) than it does to fourth
place Montreal, which has a six-point cushion with five games in hand.
“You’ve got to be able to make plays when games are close in the third
period,” said Giordano, whose club paid for two defensive breakdowns
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2:21 apart midway through the third. “You can tell they were coming out
with the mentality to win the game in the third. We’ve got to have that
same mentality when games are tied or whatever. We’ve got to have that
same confidence.”
Confidence is clearly at record lows in Calgary as this team has found
consistent ways to lose games the last few weeks despite playing what
they considered to be solid hockey.
Firing 34 shots at Leafs third-stringer Michael Hutchinson, some figured
the Flames were the better team Sunday night, which says all you need
to know about how far away the Flames are from being competitive this
season.
Asked if this team, as constructed, simply isn’t good enough to win with,
Darryl Sutter was frank.
“You’ve got to play at a pace in order to keep up, and you have to be
able to execute at that pace and check at that pace, and for some of our
players that’s difficult,” said Sutter, whose club is now 5-8 under his
guidance and bracing for an inevitable sell-off of spare parts before next
Monday’s trade deadline.
Asked if he allowed himself to think about the possibility that he may
have just played his last game as a Flame, pending unrestricted free
agent David Rittich wasn’t pleased.
“Don’t try to make a story here,” said the backup netminder, whose
record is now 4-7-1 on the season. “This is my team and I want to stay
with this team as long as I can. I’m not even looking at the trade
deadline.”
You can bet Sam Bennett is, as the restricted free agent who played his
400th game Sunday likely tops the Flames' short list of enticing playoff
adds available.
The Flames host Toronto again Monday before what will likely be a long
week off thanks to scheduled games against Covid-ravaged Vancouver
Thursday and Saturday that are sure to be postponed. That week off
might have contained a glimmer of hope had the Flames been able to
sweep this two-game set.
Alas, all hope for a playoff spot is now gone, and the players know it
better than anyone else.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 04.05.2021
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one for me was the outdoor game in Toronto," Rielly recalled of the
NHL's Centennial Classic. "I got a chance to overlap with those guys in
the locker room and just to be around the guys who have been here
before you is fun and it's extremely special and one of the great things
about playing in Toronto.”
Rielly is often reluctant to talk about his own accomplishments.
"I don't really look into that stuff too much," he noted again on Sunday
morning.
Instead, Rielly was more interested in addressing Toronto's slumping
power play, which has gone 0/26 over the last 10 games. It's the longest
dry spell for the franchise since the 1997-98 season when they failed to
score a man-advantage marker over 14 games.
"It's important that we answer and break this slump that we're in at the
moment and we're focused on doing that," Rielly said. "We've had
meetings. We've worked on it. Now, it's just a matter of going out and
doing it ... The power play's due to break out of this slump so it's
important we concentrate on that."
The Buffalo Sabres and Detroit Red Wings are the only other teams to
experience a double-digit drought this season.
"It's at the top of our list to get sorted out so, yeah, we got to get it going,"
said coach Sheldon Keefe.
On milestone night, Rielly believes power play is due to snap slump
Morgan Rielly will enter the top-10 defencemen in games played for the
Maple Leafs when he suits up against the Flames. He spoke about that
accomplishment means to him, as well as how he believes the Leafs'
power play has been performing.
Since their last power-play goal on March 9, the Leafs have tried plenty
of different tactics and personnel. Part of that was by necessity. A wrist
injury hampered Auston Matthews' shot and led the team to put him in
front of the net for a few games instead of his usual office on the flank.
And the absence of notable net-front presence Wayne Simmonds, who
returned from a broken wrist on March 19, also caused some issues.
"We've been changing a number of things, probably too many things,"
admitted Keefe. "We got to get back to what had worked for us and quit
changing up things. We started this trip out by loading up the one unit
and giving that a go and didn't like that. We're just settling back into how
we started the season."
So, that means going back to two balanced units. Here's how it looked in
Friday's game:

TSN.CA / On milestone night, Rielly determined to help PP snap slump

Unit No. 1: Rielly, Matthews, John Tavares, Mitch Marner and
Simmonds.

By Mark Masters

Unit No. 2: Jake Muzzin, Jason Spezza, Joe Thornton, William Nylander
and Zach Hyman.

The Maple Leafs held a team meeting on Sunday.
Morgan Rielly will play his 555th game as a Maple Leaf tonight moving
past Brian Glennie and into 10th place on the franchise's all-time list
among defencemen.

Tavares started the season with the Nylander-Spezza unit, but recently
moved to the Matthews-Marner unit giving that group more of a shot
threat in the middle of the ice.
The structure and system, however, remains the same for both units.

Tim Horton tops the list with 1,184 games played in blue and white. Rielly
is now closing in on Ian Turnbull who is ninth with 580 games played.

"Attack the net together as a unit and have the puck arrive when our
players get there and look to find ways to put in rebounds or get some
ugly goals or create some confusion in the penalty kill so that when we
come up with the puck our skill can take over while they're a little
disorganized," Keefe said. "Right now we're playing against a lot of
structure and any power play is going to struggle against teams if they're
structured and organized."

Rielly, who was drafted fifth overall by Toronto in 2012, was asked if
there's a former Leafs defenceman he's come to respect.

It won't be easy to break through against the Flames tonight. Calgary has
blanked the Leafs' power play in four straight meetings (18 chances).

"You come to respect all of them. With this organization you get to cross
paths with those guys [a lot] whether it's at charity events or, I know a big

"They're very strong at their net front and they block a lot of shots so they
compete very hard," noted Tavares. "They're well structured. They've

"There's great history here and just to play one game for this
organization, you're automatically a part of it and that's special," the 27year-old said. "I've been pretty fortunate to be around."
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done a good job of making it difficult on us. At times, we've had some
looks, a lot of good pressure and we haven't been able to capitalize on
the opportunities that we've had."

The team has been very careful with Campbell's workload since the 29year-old returned from a leg injury. Campbell is scheduled to start on
Monday night.

'We need to get back to what has worked for us': Keefe looks to fix Leafs'
ailing power play

If Campbell doesn't dress, Veini Vehviläinen will suit up for the second
time in his Leafs tenure.

With a power play that is ranked last in the league since March 4th, the
Maple Leafs aim to fix their power play to going back to what brought
them success earlier in the season. Part of that includes John Tavares in
the bumper position. Morgan Rielly spoke about makes Tavares so
effective in that spot and head coach Sheldon Keefe spoke about the unit
needing to have more cohesion.

David Rittich is the projected starter for the Flames. He's 1-1-1 with a
.962 save percentage against the Leafs this season.

For the first time this season, Tavares has gone three straight games
without a point.
Toronto's second line struggled to get in a groove on Friday in Winnipeg.
Per NaturalStatTrick, shot attempts favoured the Jets 22-8 when
Tavares, Nylander and Alex Galchenyuk were on the ice in five-on-five
play.
"Just got to keep working," Tavares said. "Keep finding ways to have the
puck and create opportunities on the inside. We've had some good looks,
you know, competing hard so make sure we're strong defensively and
continue to do the right things. Stick with that process eventually good
things will happen."
Tavares has just one assist and is -2 in six games against the Flames,
which makes Calgary the opponent he's struggled with the most this
season.
The Leafs are back in Calgary for the first time since 'The Puck Flip
Game' when Muzzin sent a puck floating at Matthew Tkachuk at the
buzzer of a Toronto win on Jan. 26. That enraged the gritty Flames
winger, who had fallen on Jack Campbell during a scrum in front of the
Leafs net in the previous game.
Since being paired together last season, Muzzin and Holl have emerged
as a solid shutdown duo and the chemistry continues to build.
"I have seen it grow and like it greatly," said Keefe. "We rely on those
guys very heavily."
Muzzin leads the Leafs in hits and Holl is right behind. Muzzin leads the
team in blocked shots while Holl is third. They seem to relish the chance
to do the heavy lifting against top players.
"They defend them well," Keefe noted earlier this week. "They've got
good sticks. They play them hard. I think they really get excited about the
chance to play against them. Certainly, there's a lot to be said for the job
those guys do."
"They’ve been outstanding here for a while now," Rielly raved. "When
they compete hard they're tough to play against. They take that job very
seriously. They're both very good at it and they're doing a helluva job.
They're having fun with it. They work well together so to watch them go
out and do their thing and make it hard on top lines, I mean, that's great
for us."
Leafs Ice Chips: Muzzin, Holl fan the Flames in Calgary rivalry
Justin Holl has established himself alongside Jake Muzzin after a
breakout season under head coach Sheldon Keefe in 2020. Keefe spoke
about Holl's emergence this season, as he has solidified his spot in the
top four and Jake Muzzin's impact on the team, while Morgan Rielly
praised the pairing for taking on the tough match ups night after night.
After missing Saturday's practice, Campbell skated this morning although
it's unclear if he will dress as the back-up goalie tonight.
"We'll see how he comes out of that today and make a decision later on,"
Keefe said.
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USA TODAY / Canucks' COVID-19 issues are growing: What we know

Jimmy Hascup

After going more than a month with a handful of players at a maximum
out in accordance with the NHL's COVID-19 protocol, the league is now
facing a new challenge: the growing number of Vancouver Canucks
players being put on the list (and subsequent games that need to be
rescheduled).
What started as one game postponed March 31 after two players and a
member of the coaching staff went on the COVID-19 list has now grown
to four postponed games and 16 players on the list. According to The
Athletic and TSN reporter Pierre LeBrun, the number of players affected
is greater than that.
Here's what we know about the situation:
How many players are currently out?
It is worth noting that players do not have to test positive to be on the
COVID-19 protocol list. Players are put on the list for several reasons,
from testing positive for COVID-19 to high-risk close contact to
quarantining after a trade. According to the list released Sunday by the
NHL, there are 16 players on the list. They are Travis Boyd, Jalen
Chatfield, Thatcher Demko, Alex Edler, Adam Gaudette, Travis Hamonic,
Jayce Hawryluk, Braden Holtby, Bo Horvat, Quinn Hughes, Zack
MacEwen, Marc Michaelis, Tyler Motte, Tyler Myers, Antoine Roussel
and Brandon Sutter.
The Athletic reports that the number is higher as the team submitted
other players on the taxi squad and one that is considered a "high-risk
close contact." It also said that members of the coaching staff have been
confirmed positives.
How are the Canucks feeling?
According to TSN reporter Darren Dreger, some members of the
Canucks are "very ill." TSN's Farhan Lalji reported that "in some cases,
team medical staff may have gone to the homes of players to administer
IV treatments."
Local situation
British Columbia has seen increasing COVID-19 cases: posting back-toback days of daily records (1,018 cases between Thursday and Friday
and 1,072 between Friday and Saturday, according to the Vancouver
Sun. According to multiple reports, several cases within the team have
been connected with the P.1 variant, which is thought to be more
contagious. This variant first emerged in Brazil and was detected in the
United States at the end of January 2021, according to the CDC.
“At St. Paul’s Hospital we’ve actually identified more P.1 variants than the
entire United States,” Dr. Marc Romney, co-author and medical leader of
the microbiology and virology department at the facility, said on March
26. “This is concerning because P.1 is associated with immune evasion.”
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How has schedule been affected?
The Canucks have had four games postponed -- through April 6. They
are supposed to resume with a game against the Calgary Flames.
However, The Athletic reports that it is likely that games through April 14
will be postponed, meaning it is unlikely that Vancouver will be able to
complete its 56-game schedule by May 8, their scheduled last day of its
season. Because of earlier postponements involving other teams, the
NHL has rescheduled six games beyond May 8.
All-Canada division
Because nonessential travel between Canada and the United States is
restricted amid the coronavirus pandemic, the NHL realigned with
divisions made up of teams in the general geographic areas for the 2021
season in order to limit travel. The league also implemented more games
in a row featuring the same teams. The North Division had generally
escaped COVID-19 issues -- until late March, when three Montreal
Canadiens games were postponed. Aside from Vancouver, the
Canadiens (Joel Armia) currently have players on the COVID-19 list. The
Ottawa Senators' list wasn't updated Sunday, but Jacob Bernard-Docker
and Shane Pinto were on it on Saturday.
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